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I my opinion, no man ought to aspire to than that ever dreamed of by the old fed- nor of Indiana, ask how the unlimited That declaration complained that the
power bestowed upon me, was exercised King would not let the people make such
the Presidency of these United States, era! party»
■ unless he is designated as a candidate I It is an ultra-federal power, it is des- —a power as high as that exercised by the laws as they wished. Shall a President
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
' for that high office by the unbought wish- potism 1 (Cheering.) And I may here present President of the U. States ! I was or an executive officer undertake, at this
JAMES K. REMICH.
zz of
z. the
th" ¿"'T
’h ??
if
adverj to an objection that has been their sole monarch of the North West late time of day, to control the people in
Office on the Main-street—opposite the Meeting-House, 1 es
people
—-(Cheering.)j
the exercise oi
of tneir
their supreme will
Vid 1I discharge tne
win ?: No«
Territory I! (daughter.)
(Laughter.) Did
TERMS OF THE G AZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
•■ candidate for so high an office be desig- made against me.
It has been said, that TernWry
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.— nated by the will of a portion or a ma- ' if ever I should arrive at the dignified J my duties as Governor of that vast Ter- \ The people are the best guardian of their
interest wilt be charged on all subscriptions which
of the people, they will have come station occupied by my opponent, I )i ritory in such a way as to show that I own rights, (applause,) and it is the duty
remain unpaid at the exoirauon of the year. No J
J
E r.
PJ
. .
.
(
...
, q
. J
J
, i
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub- to the determination oi sustaining such a would be glad and eager to retain the 'was in love with the tremendous power of their executive to abstain from inter*
iisher, until all arrearages are paid.
man, from a review of his past actions ! power enjoyed by the President of the i invested in me ? (Here some 4000 per- * fering in or thwarting the sacred exer*
««>4 Iife> and theF wil1
exact pledgesiUnited States. Neve.r, never. (Tremen-1) sons in one quarter of the crowd raised cise of the law-making functions of their
charged for its insertion.
J
I from him of what he will do and what he , dous cheering.) Though averse from their hats in the air, and rent it with government.
__ the
In this view of the matter, I defend
will not do ; for their selection of him is ' pledges of every sort I here openly and shouts of—no, no, no. They were
ucicganuu from
iivui Indiana.
iiiuiciiicx. 'This prompt my having signed a well known bill
("From the Cincinnati (Ohio) Gazette.]
; proof enough that he will carryout the doc- : before the world declare that I will use delegation
GEN. HARRISON’S SPEECH, trines of his party. This plan of choosing1 all the power and influence vested in the response from so many persons produced [ which passed the Legislature while I was
a candidate for the Presidency is a much i office of President of the Union to a-| great sensation.) There is an essential i Governor of Indiana. It is true, my op
AT Till: DAYTON CONVENTION.
surer bar against corruption than the sys-j bridge the power and influence of the difference between the President of the) ponents have attempted to cast odium
me, for having done so, but while
i
tern of requiring promises. If the pledging I National Executive ! (It is impossible United States and me. When he was in upon
Held Vdlh September, 1840.
are engaged in such an effort, they
1
plan/is pur sued he effect will be to offer i to describe the sensation produced by the Convention which remodeled the they
fne honor and honesty of the in
The Convention was organized by call the Presidential chair to the man who will this declaration.)
i
Is this federalism ? Constitution of New-York, he was for impuyn
ing to the Chair, Ex-Governor Metcalfe of| make the most promises !
(Laughter.) (Cries of no, no, for several seconds»)* In investing the Governor with the appoint- mates of the Log Cab:ns, who demand
Kentucky, and appointing 19 Vice Presi He who would pledge most, he who the Constitution, that glorious charter of ment of the Sheriffs. When I was Gov- ed
< the passage and signature of that bill.
dents, among whom were, Preston W. Far would promise most, would be the man our liberties, there is a defect, and that ernor of Indiana, and possessed the pow The men who now dare to arraign the
rar, of Louisiana, Major A. Miller, of to be voted for, and I have no hesitation defect is, the term of service of the Pres er of appointing all officers, I gave it up people of Indiana for having exercised
Mississippi, Gov. Bigger, of Indiana, Ex in declaring my belief, that he who would ident was not limited. This omission is to the people I (Intense excitement and their rights as they pleased, were in their
Governor Vance, of Ohio, &c. W. Snethen subject his course to be thus tied up by the source of all the evils under which great cheering.) I never appointed any nurse’s arms when that bill passed the
of Louisiana, Secretary.
pledges and promises, would not stop to the country is laboring. If the privilege officer whatever, while Governor of In Legislature. What do they know of the
After a brief and happy address welcom break them when once in office. (Cheer of being President of the United States diana, whether sheriff, coroner, judge, pioneers of that vast wilderness ? I tell
ing the Old Chief to Dayton, from Judge) ing.) Are my views on this topic cor had been limited to one term, the incum justice of the peace or aught else, with them, that in the Legislature which pass
Crane, one of the Vice Presidents of the day, i rect, or are they not ? (With one voice bent would devote all his time to the out consulting and obtaining the wishes ed the bill exciting so much their hor
General Harrison rose and in a clear sono the multitude indicated they were.)
(Shouts of applause.) ror, there were men as pure in heart,
public interest, and there would be no of the people.
rous voice that was heard by every man of ! If, fellow-citizens, we examine the liis- cause to misrule the country.
Was
this
an
evidence
that I was a Fed and as distinguished for their common
I shall
sense and high integrity as any who set
the immense multitude before him, address I tory of all Republics, we shall find as ; not animadvert on the conduct of the eralist? (No, no, no.)
ed the Convention for nearly two hours.)¡they receded from the purity of Repre-' present administration, lest you may, in
I think I have shown you, fellow-citi themselves up for models in these days.
The appearance of the Old Hero was hail-)j sentative Government, the condition of , that case, conceive that I am aiming for zens, conclusively, that my actions do [Immense cheering»] I glory in carry
ed by the mighty shouts of thousands for I obtaining office was the making of prom- the Presidency, to use it for selfish pur- not constitute me a Federalist, and it is ing out their views* for in doing so, I sub
several minutes. He looks well, is in excel- ii ises. He who bid the highest in promis- ' poses. I should be an interested witness, to them I proudly point as the shield a- mitted to the law-making power, in ac
lent health, and speaks with a fervor and es was the favored candidate, and the if I entered into the subject.
But I gainst which the arrows of my calumni cordance with the declaration of inde
animation belonging rather to youth than to i higher the bids the more marked and pledge myself before Heaven and earth, if ators will fall in vain. (Immense cheer pendence, I did not prevent the people
from making what laws they pleased !
age. Compared with other men whom the certain the corruption.
V —V" -Y . -y
Look at the elected President of these United States, to ing.)
writer of this has lately seen and heard, less progress of this thing in our own Repub- lay down at the end of the term faithfully
Methinks, I hear a a soft voice asking [Cheering.]
If the Augean stable is to be cleaned,
in years than the General, there is not any lie. Were any pledges required of your that
’
' the feet of the ”People! —are you in favor of paper money ?
high trust at
marked difference of manner or matter. j Washington or your Adams?
Adams —(Here the multitude was so excited as I AM. (Shouts of applause.) Lf you it will be necessary to go back to the
The fire of his eye is not dimmed by age, nor )’ was the candidate of the Federal party, to defy description.) I go farther. I would know why I am in favor of the principles of Jefferson.—[Cheers.]. It
has the strength of his manly intellect suffered and as a statesman was bound to carry here declare before this vast assembly of credit system, I can only say it is because has been said by the Henrys, the Madi
in the least. He will go into the Presidential j: out the principles of his party.—Was his the Miami Tribe (great laughter) that if I am a democrat. (Immense cheering.) sons, the Graysons and others, that one
Chair, a veteran in wisdom and experience, ! successor, Thomas Jefferson, the high I am elected, no human being shall ever The two systems are the only means, un of the great dangers in our Government
and he will grasp the helm of state with a priest of constitutional democracy, called ; know on whom I would prefer to see the der Heaven, by which a poor industrious is, the powers vested in the General Gov
steady hand and firm resolution, ready to
Jun for pledges?—No. His whole life people’s mantle fall. But I shall sur man may become a rich man without bow ernment would overshadow the Govern
ment of the States. There is truth in
administer the People’s government after the
was a pledge of what he would do. And render this glorious badge of their au ing to colossal wealth, (cheers.) But with
this, and long since and often have I ex
People’s will.
all
this
I
am
not
a
Bank
man.
Once
in
if we go back to this old system of select thority into their hands to bestow it as
GEN. HARRISON’S SPEECH.
ing men for the Presidency, whose past i they please ! (Nine cheers.) Is this my life I was, and then they cheated me pressed the opinion that the interference
I rise, fellow-citizens—(The multitude‘ career shall be a guarantee of their con- j federalism I (No, no, no.)—Again in out of every dollar I placed in their of the General Government with the e(Shouts of laughter.) And I lective franchise in the States would be
was here agitated as the sea, when the wild duct when elected to the Chief Magis- relation to the charge of being a federal- hands.
wind blows upon it, and it was full fi. ve
*tracyof
the Republic,
Republic, the
the nation
nation would
would ■j ist, I can refer to the doings previous to, shall never indulge in this way again ; the signal for the downfall of liberty.
e Tracy
of the
minutes before the tumult of joy, at seeing advance safe]yj rapidly and surely, in the and during, the late war. The federal for it is more than probable that I shall That interference has taken place, and
and hearing the next President of the Uni- path of prospel.ity. But of late years, ■ party took ground against that war, and never again have money beyond the day’s while the mouths of professed Democrats
ted Stales, could be calmed) I rise, fellow- the corrupting system of requiring pledg- ' as a party, there never existed a purer wants.—But I am in favor of a correct appeal to Jefferson, and declare they
citizens, to express to you from the bottom es hath been adopted. The Presidency band of patriots, for when the note of banking system for the simple reason, that are governed by his principles, they ate
of a grateful heart my warmest thanks ffirjfjath been put up to the highest bidder in ' strife was sounded, they rallied under the share of the precious metals, which, in urging at the same time 100,000 office
holders to meddle in the State elections !
the kind and flattering manner in which I ; promises, and we see the
•
result. It re- l the banner of their country. But patri- the course of trade, falls to our lot, is
And if the rude hands of power be not
have been received by the representatives^
much
less
than
the
circulating
medium
I mains for you, my fellow-citizens, to ar i otic as they were, I do know that I was
removed from the elective franchise,
of the valley of the Miami. I rise to say rest
}
I was de- which our internal and external com
this course of things. (Cries of—we \not one of them !
! there will soon be an end to the Governto. you, that, however magnificent my recep- 1will, we will.)
merce
demands,
to
raise
our
prices
to
a
j nounced in unmeasured terms as one of
’ ment of the Union. [Cries of assent.]
lion has been on this occasion, I am not so
While, then, fellow-citizens, I have I the authors of that war, and was held up level with the prices of Europe, where ’ It is a truth in government ethics, that
vain as to presume that it was intended for ]never hesitated to declare my opinions ) by the federal papers of the day as the the credit system does prevail.
There
me, that this glorious triumphal entry was on
( proper occasions uupon the great ques- marked object of the party. I could here must be some plan to multiply the gold when a larger power, comes in contact
! with a smaller power, the latter is -speeddesigned for one individual. No. 1 know tions
1L_ . before
the nation,. I cannot consent1 name tfie man who came to me, and a and silver which our industry commands ; ---- ------------- x 1
*
...
1
‘
too well that person’s imperfections to be- 1to make mere promises the condition of more worthy man never lived, to say that 'amd there is no other way to do this, but ily destroyed or swallowed up by the
uy ci,
____
(Great
x
__
api
i
former.
.
So
in
regard
to
the
General
lieve, that this vast assemblage has come up obtaining the office which you kindly he was mistaken in his views of my poli- by
a safe banking system,
1 VAVF
do AAVV
no/ pretend
to say
that I Government and the StateIGovernments»
here to do him honor. It is the glorious wish to bestow upon me. My opinions I cy, as Governor of Indiana, when I was niause.)
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A
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J ----------- -- ’l
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P
1
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I C!l____ 1.4 T
lw>
.JonnJ in
+Vii>
Cllipf
system
of
banking
can
be
de-! Should I ever be placed m the Chief
cause of Democratic rights that brought am free to express, but you already have charged by the federalists as uselessly a perfect
j
offspring!; Magistrate s seat, 1I will carry out tne
the
them here ! (Immense cheering.) It is them, sustained and supported by the acts involving the country in an Indian war. vised. There is nothing in the offspring
d that does not savor ’ principles of Jefferson, and never permit
the proud anniversary of one of the bright of a long and arduous life. That life is a He told me that I acted rightly in that of the human mind
government '’ the interference of office-holders in the
est victories that glows on the pages of our I| pledge of my future course, if I am ele matter, and that the war was brought on of imperfection. No plan of government
i • - 1 free
P
_
JIde-! elections.
n [ [Immense
I w» wi Anon nnnloiiQO
"1 T IWill
from
applause.]
will
country’s history, which hath summoned I vated by your suffrages to the highest of by me*as a matter of necessity. (Cries or finance can be devised
will forbid their in
this multitude together!
(Tremendous fice in your gift. (Immense cheering for of—name him, name him.) It was^ Mr. feet. After long deliberation, I have no do more.. While I Will
cheering.)
(Three hopes that this country can ever go on terference in elections, I will never do
Gaston of North Carolina.
- several seconds.)
to prosper under a pure specie currency, aught to prevent their going quietly tor
Fellow-citizens, it was about this time of
It has been charged against me, fel cheers.) Is this a proof that I was a fed
Such a currency but makes the poor the polls and voting, even against me or
the day, 2/ years ago, this very hour, this low-citizens, that I am a Federalist. eralist 1 (No, no, no.)
No -American
citizen
------------------------ ----------A proper- JLliJ
my measures.
very minute, that your speaker, as Com While 1 acknowledge that the original
I have now got rid, my fellow-citizens, poorer and the rich richer.
mander i<>-chief of the North Western Ar federal party of this country was actuated of this baseless charge,—no, I have not. ly devised hanking system alone, possess ’ should be deprived of his power of vo»
my, was plunged into an agony of feel in its course by no improper motives, I There are a few more allegations to no es the capability of bringing the poor to ting as he pleases.
I have detained you, felioW-citizeil^,
ing when the cannonading from our gal deny that I ever belonged to that class of tice. I am not a professional speaker, a level with the rich ? (Tremendous
longer than I intended* but you now see,
lant fleet announced an action with the politicians. (Tremendous cheering.) How nor a studied orator, but I am an old sol cheering.)
enemy. His hopes, his fears were destined could I belong to that party ? I was ed dier and a farmer, and as my sole object
I have peculiar notions of government. that I am not the old man on crutches,
to be soon quieted, for the tidings of victory ucated in the school of anti-federalism, is to speak what I think, you will excuse Perhaps I may err. I am no statesman nor the imbecile, they say I am—[cheer
ing]—not the prey to disease,—[a voice
were brought to him on the wings of the and though too young to take an active me, if I do it in my own way.
(Shouts by profession, but as I have already said
wind. With the eagle of triumph perching part in the politics of the country, when, of applause, and cries of—the old soldier I am a half soldier and a half farmer, cried here,—nor the bear in a cage,] nor
upon our banners on the lake, I moved on at the erection of the Constitution, the and farmer for us.)
and it may be, that, if I am elected to the caged animal they wittily describe
to complete the overthrow of the foreign‘ nation was divided into two great parthe
first office in your gift, my fellow me to "be. [Great laughter and cheer
I have said that there were other alle
foe. The anniversary of that day can nev’ ties, my honored father had inducted me gations to notice. To prove that I was citizens will be deceived in me, but I ing»] But before I conclude, there are
er be forgotteu, for every American hasj into the principles of Constitutional De- a Federalist, they assert that I support can assure them, that if, in carrying out two or three other topics I must touch
cause to rejoice at the triumph of our arms’ mocracy, and my teachers were the Hen- ed the alien and sedition laws, and in their wishes, the head shall err, the upon.
The violence of party spirit, as of laid
on that momentous occasion ; but the brave rys and the Masons of that period. He doing so, violated the principles and ex heart is true.—(Great huzzaing.)
exhibited, is^, serious mischief to the po
and gallant hero of that victory is gone,
My
opinion
of
the
power
of
Congress
I did
’ who declared that the seeds of monarchy press words of the Constitution.
litical welfare of the country. Party
gone to that home whither we are all hurry
were sown in the soil of the Constitution not, fellow-citizens, ever participate in to charter a National Bank remains un feeling is necessary in a certain degree
ing, and to his memory let us do that rever
changed.
There
is
not
in
the
Constitu

was a leader in my school of politics. this measure. When those laws passed,
to the health and stability of a republic,
ence due t.o the deeds of so illustrious a pat
He, who said that “ if this government I was a soldier in the army of the United tion any express grant of power for such but when pushed to too great an extent,
riot.
From Heaven does his soul look
purpose, and it could never be constitu
be not a monarchy, it has an awful States 1 (Applause.)
it is detrimental to the body politic, it is
down upon os, and gladden at the virtues
Again, they censure me for my course tional to exercise that power, save in the
squinting towards a monarchy,” was my
the rock upon which many a republic has
which still animate his generous country
event,
the
powers
granted
to
Congress
Mentor.
(Immense applause.
Some in Congress, when I served you in that
been dashed to pieces. An old farmer
men in recurring to his noble and glorious
could
not
be
carried
into
effect,
without
body
as
a
representative
of
the
North
time elapsed before order could be re
told me the other day, that he did not be
career while on earth !
(Great sensation
resorting
to
such
an
institution.
(Ap

stored at hearing these emphatic declar West Territory. And here I will advert
plause.) Mr. Madison signed the law lieve one of the stories circulated against
for several seconds.)
ations of the General.) If I know my to the fact that I represented, at the
me, and he would support me, if I were
I am fully aware, my fellow citizens,
own feelings, if I know my own judg time, a territory comprising now the creating a National Bank, because he only a Democrat. [Laughter.] But if
that you expect from me some opinion
ment, I believe now as I did then, with States of Indiana, Ohio, Illinois and thought that the revenues of the country I support and sustain Democratic prin
upon the various questions which now ag
could not be collected or disbursed to
Michigan. xI was the ----sole --i
representaof the
Jeffersonian school, uxivmguu.
the patriarch or
uiu juuuiavni«»»
-----itate our country, from centre to circum that the seeds of monarchy were indeed tive of that immense extent of country, the best advantage without the interposi ciples, what matters it, how I am called ?
—It matters a good deal said he,—you
ference, with such fierce contention.
sown in the fertile soil of our federal (A voice here cried, “ and you are going tion of such an establishment. I said in don’t belong to the Democratic party!
Calumny, ever seeking to destroy all
my
letter
to
Sherrod
AVilliams,
that
if
it
Constitution, and that though, for nearly to be again I”) (Tremendous cheering.)
that is good in this world, hath proclaim
was plain that the revenues of the Union [Laughter.] Can any thing be more ru*
fifty years, they lay dormant, they at As I understood Federalism to be in its
could
only be collected and disbursed in inous in its tendency to our institutions,
ed that I am averse from declaring my
last sprouted and shot forth into strong origin, so I understand it to be now. It
the
most
effectual way by means of a than this high party spirit which looks
opinions on matters so interesting to you,
and thriving plants, bearing blossoms was and is the accumulation of power in
but nothing can be more false. (Cheers.)
Bank, and if I was clearly of opinion that to the shadow and not to the substance
and producing ripe fruit. This Govern the Executive to be used and exercised
the
majority of the people of the United of things ? Nothing, nothing. This run
Have I not declared, over and often,
ment is now a practical Monarchy ! (Loud for its own benefit. Was my conduct in
States
desired such an institution, then, ning after names, after imaginings, is
that the President of this Union does not
and long cheering indicating that the Congress then such as to entitle me to
constitute any part or portion of the
and
then
only would I sign a bill going ominous of dangerous results» In the
(Cries
people felt the full force of the declara the appellation of Federalist ?
and cheering.) I had the to charter a Bank. (Shouts of applause.) blessed book, we are told that the pre
Legislative body ?
(Cries from every
tion.) Power is power, it matters not of no, no, i---quarter—you have, you have.) Have I
vnairman vf a Committee in ] I have never regarded the office of Chief tension of false Christs shall be in future
by what name it is called. The head of honor as Chairman of a
times so specious that even the elect will
not said over and often, that the Execu
to devise a bill which had i Magistrate as conferring upon the inthe Government exercising monarchical the year 1800
1
’o snuiJu
the grasp of icumbent the power of Mastery over the be deceived. And is it not so iiotv with
tive should not by any act of his, fore
power may be named King, Emperor, for its object to snatch from
democracy ? The name does not con-*
stall the action of the National Legisla
all
this
glorious
— country
-------- j popular will, but as granting him the stitute the Democrat. It is the vilest
President, or Imaum, (great laughter,) speculators, all dfi«
•
_
power
to
execute
the
properly
expressed
ture ! (You have, you have 1)
now teems with rich harvests unstill he is a monarch. But this is not which
^rthe^d:^td:hm;^,^<iusii;js willofthe people, and[not.to resist it imposture ever attempted upon the ere*
Have I not, time out of mind, pro
all.__ The President of these U. States and virtuous husbandmen.
(Immense i With my mother s milk did I suck in the duhty of the public mind to array the
claimed my opposition to a citizen’s go
exercises a power superior to that vest
poor of the country under the name of
ing forward among the people and soli
cheering.) Was I a Federalist then T | principles on which the Declaration o
ed in the hands of nearly all the Euro (Cries of no, no, no.) When I was Gover -1 Independence was founded. (Cheering.) Democrats, against the rich and style
citing votes for the Presidency ?
Haye
pean Kings. It is a power far greater
I not many a time and often said, that in
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them aristocrats. This is dealing in fa
Proofs of Desperation.—The supportA Letter.—The following document has
F O R E I G N NEW S .
bles. The natural antagonist of Democ
I ers of Van Buren have grown desperate since been laying by us several weeks, marked for
racy is not aristocracy. It is monarchy.
ARRIVAL OF THE CA1JÍDON1A.
the result of the State Election has been as publication, but has been accidentally omit
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 1O} 1840.
There is no instance on record of a re
Seven
Days
Lader
from
England.
—
The
certained.
Evidences of it are every day ted until the present time. It does not re
public like ours running into an aristoc
WHIG~NÔMÏNÀTÏONSr
developing themselves. Witness the libel quire many words by way of comment. The
racy. It can hurry into pure Democra steam ship Caledonia, Capt. Cleland, arriv
suit against the publishers of that able advo reader can judge concerning the character of
cy, and the confidence of that Democra ed here early Saturday morning, on her
FOR PRESIDENT,
cy being once obtained by a Marius or a first voyage from Liverpool, in 13 T-2 days.
cate of whig principles, the Portland Adver the document for himself. It is evident that
Caesar, by a Bolivar or a Bonaparte, he We have received by her our files of Liver WÏJLMAS1 H. HARBISON, tiser, the attaching and placing under the care the writer is not a prophet nor the son of a
strides rapidly from professions of love pool papers to the 19th, London to the 18th,
of a keeper the printing materials in the of prophet. His predictions, it is needless to
OF OHIO.
for the people to usurpations of their and letters from our correspondent at Paris
fice, a step which stopped the publication of say to any intelligent reader, are all reversedFOR VICE PRESIDENT,
rights, and steps from that high emi to the 16th. The aspect of Eastern affairs,
the paper for several days—all by adminis — This letter was written for effect and pub
and
the
tone
of
the
French
papers
were
ex

nence to a throne ! [Cheering.] And
el’os-aw TYIÆR,
tration office-holders. Witness the tampering lished before the last election. It is now
thus in the name of Democracy the bold tremely warlike. The French Government
OF VIRGINIA.
had
resolved
on
fortifying
the
city
of
Paris,
with the Election Law, by the Legislature proved that it was not based on facts. The
est crimes are committed. Who forgets
now in session — witness the pertinacious atL same party are continuing the same game
the Square in Paris, where ran rivers of and other towns on a scale of great expense
for electors at large.
and strength. The proceedings in Turkey
heretice to the silly and groundless story that and in the same style now. Will any candid
the people’s blood, shed in the name of
ISAAC ILSLEY, of Portland.
and Egypt appear to indicate an approach
Fairfield is re-elected Governor by the Peo man believe that there is any stronger reason
Democracy at the root of the statue of
ISAAC HODSDON, of Corinth.
to a crisis, in the great question of peace or
liberty ? Cherish not the man, then,
ple. or that there is no choice—witness the fur claiming bright prospects, assurances of
war. The alternative of war seems mue.h
FOR DISTRICT ELECTORS.
who under the guise and name of De
unceasing labors of the office holders from future success, now than in June ? Again, we
the most probable. What course will be 1 CHARLES TRAFTON, for York.
mocracy, tries to overthrow the princi
Kittery-point
to Calais.
SAMUEL
8M
ALL,
for
Cumberland.
would invite attention to the repeated assur
pursued by France is another question of,
ples of Republicanism as professed and
i RUFUS K. GOO DENOW, for Oxford.
But the last proof of desperation that has ances of this traveller, that throughout the
still greater uncertainty.
!| EDWARD ROBINSON, fo<r Lincoln.
acted upon by Jefferson and Madison.
The following, which is the latest intel- j| THOMAS FILLEBROWN. for Kennebec. met our view, and we know not but the most whole Slate, he found the “democracy wak
[Immense cheering.]
IIUSE, for Waldo.
flagrant one, is furnished by an electioneer ed up”—“all alive.” Now we are told that
ligence on the Egyptian question, is of a Íi JOSEPH
B ENJ AMIN P. GILMAN, for Penobscot.
General Harrison here adverted to
more pacific character. It was received in I THOMAS. ROBINSON,/br Han.and Wash. ing pamphlet, signed by the Van Buren the “ democracy were caught napping.”
the calumnies put forth against his mili
London by express, on the 18th :
Senators and Representatives in our State Some of the “democracy” tell fibs at any
tary fame by that noble pair of brothers,
HARRISONIAN PRINCIPLES.
Letters from Malta, of the /th September,
Legislature, in which all the stale misrepre rate.
Allen and Duncan, and in severe, but (
ONE PRESIDENTIAL TERM.
contain the following important intelligence:
sentations
of the Van Buren newspapers are
just terms exposed the falsehoods of these
Cannot some of our friends at the Port en
Executive power and patronage confin
— Count Walewski has proposed to Mehevillifiers. He proved they were guilty ,
reiterated. It is even alleged that the whigs lighten us as to the name of the gentleman
ed
within
the
limits
prescribed
by
the
Consti

met Ali a project of arrangement, which the
tution.
of falsifying the records of the country are desirous that the National Government who has travelled so extensively and who cat es
Viceroy has decided on accepting. The
Economy in public expenditures.
and in a brief and lucid manner vindica- (
should assume the debts of the States ! Now so much for the welfare of the democracy ?
Count has set off in haste to Constantinople
Rigid accountability of public offi
ted himself and the honor of the nation j
no such proposition has ever been made by any We would risk a trifle, that it was some of
in order to have the project presented to the cers.
from the aspersions of these and other j
Divan, through the French Ambassador,
The will of the People, expressed whig in Congress^ or out offit so far as our fice-holder, or some one who is laboring with
reckless politicians.
He showed that M.
j
de Ponlois.
through their constitutional representatives, knowledge erRnds. The statement is false. a promise of the spoils.
the received history of his brilliant ca
Among other clauses contained in this to
' be THE LAW OF THE LAND.
IVe. challenge any man to produce an iota of
reer in the Northwest had been stamped
The patronage of the general government
[From the Boston Po^t.J
project, there is one, it is asserted, which is
evidence
that the measure was ever recom
by the impress of truth, and he will soon
to be brought into conflict with the
likely to lacilitate the almost desperate ar- not
j
Kennebunk
port, July, 16th, 1840.
mended or favorably considered by the whig
freedom of elections.
find that a generous and grateful People
rangement of the eastern (piestion — viz. MeMr. Editor
Since the 24th of June, I
will testify their admiration of his glori hemet Ali consents to accede to the propo- ¡ The General Government to abstain from party. The Whig members fcof the Senate
interfering in the domestic affairs of the opposed Mr. Benton’s report against the as have travelled nearly the whole length of our
ous services in their cause by raising the
sal of possessing Syiia for his life only.
| tates.
State. I took the lower route to Bangor, and
S
brave old soldier to the highest office in
On the above, the London Sun remarks :
No
conscription law, or standing armies sumption of these debts, because it was cal the upper route on my return hoine.° 1 took
their gift.
culated to injure the credit of the States a great pains to collect correct information, and
This news is not so improbable as it at in
' time of peace.
A precious inheritance, continued the first appears from the repeated declarations
I having acquaintances in nearly all the towns
The same currency for the Office-Hol ^AM'se.no, retl"esl “
1
' 'irough, I feel confident that I did_
General, has been handed down to you of Mehemet Ali that he would yield to noth ders as for the People.
for legislation to this point,
■
’ j
because it and can say that 1 was astonished to find the
by your forefathers. In Rome the sa ing but defeat. The bravados of the Pa
The encouragement of productive indus IMreiG! on n
.......
„.«.I -i
rlnik-\/\/k nr.....
___ _ 1 -11»
waked Up AlHi. ftj so , completely
uvvoiwtl
cred fire pf fabled gods, was kept alive cha were the natural offspring of his High try, and the securing of fair wages to the was an electioneering scheme, and they were j democracy
! live to their duty, and so well guarded against
opposed
to
spending
the
People
’
s
money
in
laborer
by
the
prudent
use
of
a
system
of
by vestal virgins, and they watched over ness’s reliance opon the support of France.
j the foul “ whig documents” with which the
the gift with eager eyes. In America, a Finding, however, that France, in taking credit, and the restoring of CONFIDENCE printing tens of thousands of a political
I
ts . > •
,
,
country is flooded. I was in nearly everv
between man and man.
glorious fire has been lighted upon the
pamphlet designed to promote the interests. town in the coomy o( Aroostook, and fomul
up arms, had no intention of declaring war
altar of liberty, and to you, my fellow against the Allied Powers, or of resisting
of the Van Buren party. This pamphlet , the democrats all alive, an.I was assured by
WfWfl to all g-OOil
citizens, has it been entrusted for safe the blockade of Syria, it is probable that the
will be extensively circulated. We say onr fflenf,s at Houlton, that they should in
keeping to be nourished w ith care and
Let no friend of Harrison—no man who is to every honest ¿eeker after truth-Look ' C‘Te ‘he ,naj.ority in ,hat co,,n’y. I fell-in
Pacha prudently resolved to yi<-ld to a ne
with an acquaintance (who was a whi«) from
fostered forever. Keep it burning, and
cessity which, if resisted, must involve him- anxious for a change of administration— no well to its statements-i—take them not upon the shire town in Franklin comity, and who
let the sparks that continually go up
man who desires to see the tide of cor trust, but compare them with
selt and his family in one common ruin.
: facts.
f. ... JDemand ! had lately been through that and Piscataquis
from it fall on other altars and light up
The above we find also in the London ruption stayed and the country restored to proof-something more than party slang to> 'comity, and who at first pretended they were
in distant lands the fire of freedom. The Times, together with the following. It is
| gaining; but on putting the question seriousprosperity—sleep upon his arms. We say to substantiate them.
Turk busies himself no longer with his impossible to determine which of the ac
_ _____'
j Ly ,o him, he told me he did not know of a
every
whig
—
Keep
moving
—
Keep
discussing
harem or his bow-string. To licentious counts’is the most authentic, or of the latest
„_____________________________________ I single change in their favor. 1 also saw demKepresentatives.—The second trial for ocrats from Franklin who confirmed the
ness have succeeded the rights of man, date. It will be perceived that there is some the merits of the great political questions of the
day — Keep circulating the documents. Be on the choice of Representatives to the State i sta’ement, and gave a good report of their reand constitutions are given to the people I contradiction.
the guard—on the alert at all times. The lo Legislature, in the several districts in this ■ SPtv’V.e tovvnsby once despotic rulers.—Whence came
The intelligence from Alexandria of the
the light that now shines in that land of 30th ult. confirms our previous accounts, cos are untiring in their exertions—they are Slate it. which no choice was effected on the )hi^w"^ have"'
darkness ? It was a branch snatched that the Pacba of Egypt was resolutely bent in the field al all times, by day and by night, 14ih ult., took place on Monday last. 1In two years past, and who attended the federal
from your own proud altar, and thrust i on resisting the measures which may be a*- working days and Sabbath days—flooding three of them staunch whigs were elected —. , pow-wnw at Kennebunk on the 4rh, and got
into the pyre of Turkish oppression, j dopted by (he four Powers
Count Wa- the country with papers and documents fill two returned Locos, and four again faijed to> I completely cured, and are now wide awake
Shall then the far-seen light upon the I lewSki, perceiving that there no longer re ed with the most unblushing falsehoods—de- ( effect a choice,
i—and we have ascertained that we have in
Seven remain to be heard1 this town seven with ns now who have left
shrine of American liberty ever be ex-! mained any hope of an amicable arrange ceiving the people by stories false and
from. The whigs have now ninety six mem■ , the cider banner, and are open and avowed
tinguished ? [No, no, no.] It would not! ment, had leit for Vourla,in I he expectation
groundless. They will leave no stone un bers in the House, giving them, even shouldI ’ democrats.
be your loss only—it would be the loss of! of finding the French squadron tliere. The
I | I have just seen a gentleman of Kenne
the whole world. The enemies of free- fleet
..............
,ls turned to retain their grasp upon the National the Locos carry all the districts to be heard bunk, who assures me that there has not
had, however, previously quitted its
Executive
—
every
thing
that
labor,
falsehood
horn and obtain the disputed seats, a majori-, been a chan«e
(torn in Europe are watching you with j anchorage, having been joined bv the Tri^3 in favor of the feds—but
... .. r
rru
no
...
...
intense anxiety and your friends like a ton, having on bomd rear ad-'
•1 H
ri agon, and money can effect will be done. Look out ty of six. The House will probably stand,, thinks, by removals, &c. they have rhe ad
imitai
few planets of heaven, are praying for Its destir.:.
‘:
vantage, and will increase their majority a
nation
was not known. Our pri- for them. Apply the antidote wherever they however,—Whigs 100; Locos 86.
your success. JDeceive them not, but vate
few votes. I feel confident that no other
letter
-........
is state that up to the first inst., spread the poison. Let every whig talk
town in this county will gain for Kent and
REPRESENTATIVES ELECTED.
keep the sacred fire burning steadily up- the Pacha had refrained from acts of retali- over the matter with his candid neigh
Harrison, except Saco and Limerick. There
<on
-------”
’ Ohio farmer
“
your altars,
and1 the
whom ation,
though several
Egyptian vessels
had bor who has hitherto supported the ad
SOMERSET COUNTY.
........ •> "•
1»| LugypiKin
vrsiru uad
may he a small gain in those towns, hut ¡tithe
you design to make your Chief Magis been sequestered by Admiral Stopford.
Madison and Cornville, Joshua Blackwell, i county we shall increase our Inst year’s maministration, point out the corrupt practices,
trate, will at the end of four years, cheer
Our private correspondence from Alexan the extravagance, the anti-republican meas wing. Athens, &c. Joseph L. Lord, whig. ¡jority.
fully lay down the authority which you may dria, dated the 27th ult., states that on that
ures, the dangerous doctrines of the party in
Harmony, &c.. Only one town heard I We had a tremendous meeting at Alfred
entrust him with, free from all ambition. day the ten days given lu the Viceroy to
on the 4th. Gov. Hill gave us an excellent
power
—
prove
all
these
things
by
documents
from,
where the whig gain is 20 since Sept. address ; and it was well received.
It will have been glorious enough for me reply to the notification of the treaty of
Yours, tec.
H.
to be honored as those pure and honest London had expired, ami that the four Con that can be relied upon. Show up the false
OXFORD COUNTY.
republicans, Washington, Jefferson, and suls, accompanied by Rifat Bey, had wailed hoods of the Loco runners and papers, the
Hebron and Oxford, no choice at the sec
Assertion vs. Tacts.
Madison were honored—with the high con on Mehemet Ali, and that the conference deceptive character of many of their asser
ond
trial. Waterford, Sweden and Albany,
The Democrat of last week stated that Har
fidence of a great, noble, just and gener only lasted three minutes and a half. Rifat tions and arguments. Hold public meetings
no choice at the second trial. Whole num rison resigned his command of the army in
ous People. [The excitement and cheer Bey wished to speak, but Mehemet Ali in [for Discussion.
ing continued for several minutes and terrupted him, and said there was nothin«
We repeat, nothing can exceed the activ ber of votes in the district 560. For the lo , the midst of the war, and that his resignation
the multitude were swayed to and fro, as more to be said, that he ought to know his ity of the Van Buren leaders—they are in the co candidate 280-for the whig 277-Scatter- j led to the appointment of Jackson, “ who
the'leaves of the forest in a storm wind.] intentions, and that was sufficient. The field at all times and by no means particular ing 3. Canton and Jay, Mr. Holland, loco. ■closed up the war began in defeats, in a blaze
English Consul then wished to speak, but as to the measures they employ to retain the Brownfield and Denmark, no choice at the of glory.” The idea conveyed by the article
T*ote of Thanks.
Mehemet Ah interrupted him, and told him ascendency. The whigs m ust make corres 2d trial.
is, that Harrison resigned in consequence of
The following Resolution was passed by that he did not wish to hear anything, be
ponding efforts—they need not resort to the
incompetency and after successive defeats,
both Houses of Congress, and approved cause his determination was fixed, and that
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.
same means, for it is only necessary that the
and
that Jackson took command of his forces
4th of April, 1818. It speaks for itself. the other powers might do as they pleased.
Charleston, &c. Levi Bradley, loco, a
A higher compliment could not be paid to Mehemet Ah then began to walk with rapid plain and undeniable facts that can be urged member of the present Senate of this State, and carried forward the work which he could
be laid before' the people to ensure the over
not perform, although so much is not directly
determined bravery or sterling worth. It strides, and the Consuls retired.
by a majority of 2 votes. Whig gain since
is a complete and conclusive reply to all
The Viceroy had ordered an immense throw of the present dynasty.
stated.
In reply we asserted, that Jackson
September last, 8.
the pitiful charges which have been made case filled with anchors to be sunk at the
was a commanding officer in active service
Documents.—We shall publish, in pamph
against the “ Hero of the Thames” by entrance of the old harbour (brigs or cor
before Harrison’s resignation, that he never
WASHINGTON COUNTY.
the office-holders and the Van Buren pa vettes alone can enter the harbour,) so that let form, early next week, the proceedings of
Lubec
District,
Charles
L.
Ring,
whig,
by
commanded
the division of the army which
the Convention at Alfred last Monday, togeth
pers.
bis fleet is secure against any attack.
72 majority. Whig gain since September e- Harrison commanded, explained the causes
On the 11 th of September the ratifications' er with the Bunker Hill Declaration, Gen.
Resolved by the Senate and House of Rep
lection 58 !
of Harrison’s resignation, which were such
resentatives of the United States of America of the Convention of the 11 th of July be Harrison’s Speech at Dayton, and perhaps
as
neither that veteran soldier or his friends
in Congress assembled, That the Thanks tween England, Turkey, Austria, Prussia some other good sound articles,—16 pages,
Whig gain in Madison am Cornville, since need blush to avow, and quoted Col. R. M,
and
Russia,
were
exchanged
at
the
For

8
vo.
—
and
shall
put
them
at
two
dollars
of Congress be, and they are hereby pre
September, 40. In Waterfoi 1, &c. 18.
Johnson, the Van Buren candidate for Vice
sented to Major General WILLIAM eign office.
and fifty cents per hundred. Gentlemen who
President, to prove that Harrison was “ long
There
is
no
later
news
from
China
or
R
ecapitulation
of
Returns
oj
HENRY HARRISON and Isaac Shelby,
f Representatives to
have not already subscribed, and wish for
er in actual service during the lare
the State Legislature, as fair as received.
late Governor of Kentucky, and through India. 1 he Liverpool Mail mentions a ru copies for circulation, are requested to forward
Entiiled to Whigs. Locos. Disputed. war than any other general officer; he
them to the officers and men under their mor, stated to have been mentioned in a their orders as early in the week as possible, Counties.
York,
24
9
15
command, for their gallantry and good letter from Bombay, of the reception there
was, perhaps, oftener in action than any one
27
15
It is believed that the pamphlet will be an ex Cumberland,
12
conduct in defeating the combined British by a steamer from China, of news of the de
Lincoln,
25
of them, and never sustained a defeat.'
16
9
The
25
23
2
and Indian forces under Major General struction of Canton. The news, if true, cellent one for circulation, designed to enlight Kennebec,
Democrat of this week quotes a single sen
Oxford
17
2
would
not
be
likely
to
have
come
in
so
11
en
and
convince
the
honest
seeker
after
truth
Proctor on the Thames, in Upper Canada,
Somerset
17
tence from our article, adds the official an11
4
/and at this day there are many such)—cal Penobscot
16
on the 5th day of October, 1813, captur vague a shape.
7
7
nunciation of the appointment of Jackson as
“
The
French
are
about
to
fortify
Paris,
Waldo
14
culated to appeal to men’s reason and not
10
ing the British army, with their baggage,
Hancock
11
5
Major General in place of Harrison, resigned,
5
camp equipage, and artillery ; and that the for which the ordonance is drawn up. The to their prejudices. Will not our friends Washington
10
8
capital
is
to
be
surrounded
by
a
bastioned
and then accuses us of making “ assertions
President of the United States be request
see that they are distributed liberally in every
96
palpably in the teeth of facts.” It does not
ed to cause two GOLD M E D A L S to wall, with fosse, counterscarp, and glacis, town in the County ?
------OOO —
attempt to disprove a single ‘ assertion* made
be struck, emblematical of this triumph, and it is to include the fauxbourgs extérie
N
ational
Bankruptcy.—The Eastport
ff?3A correspondent at L------ enquires
by us, or to defend its own positions, but ad
and presented to GENERAL HAR urs. This wall will be eleven leagues in
Sentinel states that a widow lady, residing in
RIS O N , and Isaac Shelby, late Gov circuit. — In addition to this first line of for why we permit our editorials to be copied by
duces the promotion of Jackson, which was
Washington Comity, whose husband was a
tifications, there is to be a second, at a
ernor of Kentucky.
our brethren and “ credited to other papers,
not called in question at all, with the futile
league or a league and a half distant, with
Approved, April 4, 1818.
or leaded, as original, in the papers which revolutionary soldier, has recently applied for hope of clearing its own skirts and saddling
from 16 to 18 forts on the heights — one on
a pension, and received from the Secretary
JAMES MONROE.
Mount Valerian, one above Fontenay, &c.; copy them, without calling attention to the of War a Certificate, that she is entitled to us with an incorrect declaration. The sensi
facts.” We sometimes see our articles so
ble reader will readily see through, and as
The Boundary Question Settled.— At so that the famous scheme of the forts de
receive 850 a year, during her life, commen
used, but as we are working just now for
readily
condemn the unfairness of, such a
taches
is
to
be
put
into
execution.
St.
Den

a great Whig meeting lately held at Na
cing in February, 1834. There is now due
tional Hall, in the city of New York, Ju is and Charenton are to be the places d’- neither money or fame, hut with the hope of her 8350, but the Pension Agent has been trick. A party must be desperate indeed
dah Hammond, who presided, made a very arrnes of the exterior line of fortifications.— doing some good in a good cause, we are forbidden to pay her a cent until after the 4th when a resort to such means is necessary to
Phis will appear in a few days in the Mon- I well satisfied, if any of our humble essays
keep its head above water.
happy remark, on announcing the joyous
-----------'-•«j
uutuuiv
Ci
if eUr,
r, with11the order for forming a camp of J are deemed worthy of being copied byJ our |of March next. The poor old widow is in
tidings from the “ Star in the East.”
Jut) men iitidnr ihu
, .f
A Buckeye Banner.—One of the Harris
!brethren, .that they should act1 their own suffering circumstances, is just sinking into
Maine, (said he,) has settled the Boundary 30,000 men under the walls of Paris.
the grave, and yet the Government refuses to on Banners, at a late gathering in Guernsey?
Question between Liberty and Despotism > /
in the matter of credit.
From. China.— By the arrival of ship pleasure
1
pay her just claims, hut takes a credit of six county, Ohio, had the following inscription t
Venice at Philadelphia, advices from CanWe want no Grand Palace like Tyrants ofold
months ! co much for our Democratic and “Adorned
Dr. Duncan is a great speaker. He can
wiih FRENCH CARPETS and vessels of
(tr’Thursday, November 26, has been ap
top have been received to 1 8lh May.
Af
GOLD ;
Economical Administration, which, by the
bring an argument to a point as soon as any
fairs still remained quiet, but with evident pointed,
1
by
the
Executive
of
Massachusetts,
We
want
a “ Log Cabin” with a plain puncheon
mam—Globe.
way, finds no difficulty in raising funds to
floor.
expectations of a coming storm. The f...
for- as a day of Public Thanksgiving throughout
pay bills for Foreign Looking-Glasses,Foreign A nd the SAME sort of Money for RICH and for Poor.
He can bring a gallon of whiskey to a eign residents were removing to Macao, that State.
‘ ~
. The Executive of New-Hamppint sooner than any man.— Clinton Re Chinese boats loaded with stone
Carpets,
^,ne Coolers, and numberless useless I The whigs of Mississippi were to have .
W ere con- shire has fixed upon the 12th of November
publican.
slant)y passing Whampoa.
ornaments.
The people will soon put a stop ' grand State Convention at Jackson on Wedfor the annual Thanksgiving.
to such proceedings.
j nesday last.
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POLITICAL MEETING,

I the great body of the People have condemn ______ ooo_____ .
J ed and rejected.
A meeting of whigs and others opposed to1 Resolved, That the good success which
the policy of the administration, from several has attended the efforts of the whig party,
towns in* York comity, was held, in com pl i- throughout the nation, in giving a predomi
nance with previous public notice, at the nance to their principles, is cause of pro____ ,........
found
Court House in Alfred,
on Monday,7 5th
inand undissembled gratitude, inasmuch
stant, “ for
f lhe purpose of considering the as vve believe with those principles are iden*
_
•'___________
) tilled
principles proclaimed
from
Bunker _ Hill
on the prosperity and happiness of the
___ ' --_____
---- - acting
..... ’.--j upon
people of this great nation.
the 10th of September
last, and
i
the same ; and'also for the purpose’of ‘ex- I Resolved, That io give effect to these prin?s, we will
use all proper
to secure
pressing their united and unfeigned gratitude C’Ples,
will^useall
Ptti«PPrfmeans
’»eans ¡»J^cure
for the success which has attended the recent the election of Gen. WILLIAM HENRY
efforts of the whig party throughout lhe na HARRISON to the Presidency in November
tion, in
i giving predominance to their princi- next; that notwithstanding all the wanton
for making «1
arrangements
for , assaults that have been made upon his fair
pleS ;Z and
mi.i also ivi
i
.v..
the approaching Presidential election.”
fame, we have not only undiminished, but
The meeting was called to order by Dr. 'increased confidence in hi3 integrity, ability
Samuel Emerson of Kennebunk, one of a,,(^ patriotism
and we will cordially supthose who participated in lhe toils and pri- P011
Tyler, for the office of Vice President.
various of our Revolutionary struggle.
Resolved, That for this purpose we respectCapt. Daniel Nason, of Kennebunk-port.
’ . fully. recommend to lhe whigs and those opwas chosen Chairman.
Daniel Remich of Kennebunk and Dimon ! Posed to the, administration of Manin Van
Roberts of Lyman were appointed Secreta_ ; Buren, to hold meetings in each town in the
' county, for the purpose of discussing political
ries.
The Throne of Grace was addressed, in 1 questions and diffusing correct information,
an appropriate and fervent manner, by Rev. and securing a full attendance at the polls
on Monday, the second day of November
Mr. Marsh—(formerly of Sanford.)
Mr. Goodenow of Alfred addressed the next.
Resolved, That the Delegates here assem
chair, in explanation of lhe objects of the
meeting, with much energy, clearness and bled. be a Committee to see lhe above resolu
ability. He alluded to the fact, that the tions carried into effect.
day was the anniversary of the splendid victo
It was then Voted, That the proceedings
ry of the Thames, (1813) when Proctor and of this meeting be signed by the chairman
bis army surrendered to Harrison—(the only i and secretaries and, together with the Bun
case during the war in which a British com ker Hill Declaration and Gen. Harrison’s
mander surrendered to an American com- Speech
.
at Daytcn, be published in the whig
rnander)—to the military and civil services of i papers in the county, and that at least one
I-l »> »’i‘ICO ll tn t li £> mln L?l«inrlnro ««rliizvli l-iorl
’ t ! » rx t i
11 < I nvti'O nntiino
• i I i I > I > Ari Erfor circu
Harrison, to the vile slanders which had been thousand extra copies be published
heaped upon him by the administration press lation.
es—to the triumphant vindication of his
DANIEL NASON, Chairman.
character, afforded by the vote ol Congress,
DANIEL REMICH,? „
, .
DIMON ROBERTS, S Secretanesthe messages of Madison, lhe Resolutions of
the Legislatures of Kentucky and Indiana —
October 5, 1840.
the testimony of those who had served under
The brig Susan, at Philadelphia from St.
him in the field, who had been associated
with him in Congress and in important pub Barts, brings information, that a report had
lic trusts, who know him as a citizen, a neigh- ; reached there from Guadaldupe, that the
bor and a friend. He alluded to the great French had declared war against Great Brit
principles avowed in the Bunker Hill Dec ain, and that the authorities were engaged in
laration—they are republican principles—the repairing lhe fortifications.
principles of the patriots of the revolution, of
Buenos Ayres.— By the brig Ellen, Capt.
the framers of the Constitution—worthy ' the
cordial support of every lover of his country. Copeland, arrived yesterday from Montevideo,
Mr. G. also urged the necessity of action — we learn that previous to Capt. Copeland’s
of untiring action. He spoke at considera departure from that port, intelligence had
ble length and was listened to with undivided reached there from Buenos Ayres to the ef
fect, that a battle had taken place (July 9)
attention.
Gen. Appleton of Portland, who was pres between the troops of Buenos Ayres un
ent, was called upon and responded to the der General Echague, and those ol Mon
call in an excellent speech. He adverted to tevideo under General Lavalie, in which lhe
the transcendent importance of the approach latter were defeated, and lost in killed and
ing election ;—the character of lhe parties to prisoners about 1000 men, while the loss of
the contest, on the one side an army of office the Buenos Ayrean troops did not exceed 60
holders grasping their salaries with a death in number. The battle took place about 100
grasp, on the other the People laboring to re leagues from Buenos Ayres, and the result
store the government to its original purity caused great rejoicing in that city. The
and to secure to the whole country the bless blockade continued with undiminished rigor ;
ings of peace, prosperity and happiness—to but General Rosas evinced no disposition to
the character of the political contest, the comply with the requisitions of France
whigs rely for success upon the goodness of
N. Y. Cour. Sf Enq.
their cause, upon facts and arguments which
commend themselves to men’s judgment and
TABLE OF ELECTIONS.
The following table shows the times of
w hich are susceptible Of lhe clearest proof—
lhe office-holders rely upon assertions—kind holding the State and Presidential elections
ling up prejudices—raising party cries, &c. in the respective States, and lhe number of
Among the most prominent of their cries was Presidential electors each is entitled to:
State Presidential No. of
that of Federalism and Democracy. They States.
Election. Election. Electors.
claimed to be democrats ami charged the
N.
Hampshire,
March 10 November 2
7
whigs with being identified with the bld fed
April 6
2
8
eralists He exposed the folly and worthless Connecticut,
R.
Island,
Api.
15
&Aug.
25
“
18
4
ness of these pretensions. He traced the line
Virginia,
“ 23
2
23
of succession of Democracy and Federalism *Louisiana,
<4
fi
July 6
3
from Jefferson’s time io the present. J. Q. Alabama
«
Aug. 3
9
7
Adams was in favor of Madison—Timothy Kentucky,
CY
“ 3
2
15
Pickering, a leading federalist, opposed to Indiana,
“ 3
2
9
«
him. The former was Monroe’s Secre Illinois,
5
“ 3
2
(4
tary of State—was the democratic can ‘Missouri,
« 3
2
4
44
19
15
didate for President and was opposed by Tennessee,
4»
19
15
Timothy Pickering. Pickering was an ar North Carolina, in Aug.
44
Sept. 1
10
7
dent supporter of Jackson. So if parties were ‘Vermont,
44
‘
Maine
“ 14
2
10
traced in a right line the whigs were identi
44
‘
Georgia.
Oct.
5
2
11
fied with the old democrats and the locos Maryland,
44
“ 7
2
10
with the old federalists. Gen. A. alluded, al South Carolina,
“ 12 By Legislature 11
so, to the Removal of the Deposites—the in ‘Pennsylvania,
“ 13 October 30
30
«
consistency of the Van Buren party in refer ‘Ohio,
30
21
“ 13
ence to Banks, &c.—their conduct reminded *N. York, Nov. 2. 3, 4 Nov. 2. 3.4
42
u
;
Oct. 13, 14
3, 4
8
him of the man who, (laving got his hay wet N. Jersey,
«
2
2
4
in a shower, said “ he thought, take one time Mississippi, ?iov.
44
“
2
2
3
with another, rain did as much hurt as good.” ‘Michigan,
44
2
“
2
3
He spoke, too, of (he Sub-Treasury—its dis ‘Arkansas,
44
Massachusetts ,»
9
14
9
tinguish'mg feature, the separating of the ‘‘Delà
44
ware,
“
10
10
3
government from the people, the carrying
Those States marked with a star, elect this
out of the odious doctrine that the govern year members of Congress on the same day
ment will take care of itself and the people that State officers are chosen. There is no
must lake care of themselves—its probable State election this year in Tennessee—the
injurious effects upon the prosperity and Legislature of that Slate is chosen once in
industry of the country—its tendency to two years, on the first Wednesday of August.
make lhe poor still poorer and the rich more In New York the election continues for three
wealthy. Gen. A. also compared the char days in all the Slate but the city of New
acters and services of Martin Van Buren and York. There the election is held in one day,
Gen. Harrison. The former has done his and this year on the 4th of November. The
country no good service—he has rendered members of Congress in New Jersey are ehis name illustrious by no act exhibit lected, in November, on the same day that eing remarkable talents or magnanimity. lectors for President are chosen.
Gen. A. had asked the supporters of Van Bu
ren to name any public act of his life which
(f/5* Why are the Loco Fdcos“ like hoys
rendered him worthy the affection ami confi
just
learning to ride ? Because they hold on
dence of the people, and for reply he got—
“ why, what harm has he done ?” Gen. to the Mane (Maine.)
If the Loco Focos now hold to the Mane,
Harrison ha<l served his country in many sit
uations, always faithfully, honorably to him (Maine) what will they hold to in November ?
self. profitably to his country. His enemies To the Tail.—Baltimore Patriot.
might assail bis fair fame, but their shafts
Getting Totes.—It is said all the ships oi
would fall harmless before the overwhelm
ing evidence in his favor. Gen. A. was fre war on our coast are ordered to New York,
quently interrupted by bursts of applause and for the purpose of getting thp votes of the
sat down amid the hearty cheering of lhe sailors, marines, &c., in the city of New York,
in the hope of being able to secure the elect
assembly.
oral vote of New York Stale for Marlin Van
The following resolutions were introduced, Buren.—Portland Adv.
and adopted unanimously.
Resolved, That if there are any men in this
«^noMer Whig Representative from Waldo—
country, still in darkness as to the principles probably—We learn by several gentlemen
of General Harrison and of the whig party, , from Waldo County, that we have done in
and anxious to know why we advocate his justice to the member elect to the Legislaelection and oppose the re-election of Mr. (lure from the District of Waldo, Brooks, &c.,
Van Buren to the Presidency, we respectfully by classing him with the locos. We are in
refer them to the following “ Declaration,” formed that Mr. Page, the gentleman elected,
proclaimed by more than fifty thousand free is a whig, ami that he declared himself such
American citizens from Bunker Hill, lhe cra ¡st the time he was balloted tor, and has re
dle of liberty, on the tenth of September, peated the declaration since the election. It
1840,—and also the speech of Gen. Harrison , appears that the locos were divided in this
made at the Convention in Dayton, Ohio, nn District—which, by the way, is loco when
the tenth ult., in the presence of one hundred the party is united,—and a portion of both
thousandfreemen.
' parties cast their voles for Mr. Page, and con
[The Bunker Hill Declaration was publish sequently elected him. We give the facts’as
ed in our paper of last week, and Gen. Harri we obtained them. If we have been incor
son’s Speech at Dayton will be found in the rectly informed, we hope some of our friends
, in that section will set us right.—Portland
preceding columns.]
i Advertiser.
Resolved, That the signal rebuke given to :
Mr. Van Buren by lhe recent elections, will j Fire.—A brick store in Gardiner occupied
be an admonition to each American Presi by Ricker & Richardson, was consumed by
dent in all future lime, that this nation is a fire on Saturday morning last. Nothing was
Republic, and will be governed by republican saved. In the second story were the offices
principles only ; ami that wo must betide him of E. F. Dean, Esq. and N. M. Whittmore,
who attempts to force upon the Country a Esq. both of which with all those gentle
system of measures, which lhe intelligence, men’s papers, libraries, &c. were destroyed.
the virtue, the good sense, the patriotism of;
Eastern Argus.

HYMENEAL.

^tate of Maine.

|

In the year of our Lord one thousand eight
PROBATE NOTICES
MARRIED—In Saco, on Saturday evening
hundred and forty.
At a Court of Probate holden at Bimerick, wdhlast, by Ivory H. Billings, Esq , Mr. Joel Towle,
AN ACT in relation to Elections.
in and for the County of York, on the drst
to Miss Sarah Ann Atkinson, both of Buxton.
-j 7 Rev. S C. xjGil
,h-
Section 1. Be il enacted by the Senate and \ Monday in October, in the year of
In Kennebunk-port, Oct. 4, by
bert, Mr. William Cluff, to
t Miss Hannah
...... House of Representatives in Legislature as-\ our Lord eighteen hundred and forty, by the
Murphy, both ot Kennebunk-port.
sembled, That the qualified electors of unincor- j Hou. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of'said
porated places may organize themselves into ! Court:
plantations for the purpose of Elections in '
OBITUARY
N the petition of Betsey Smith, a creditthe following manner: —Any three or morel
or ot the estate of Millon Smith, late of
DIED —In Wells, on Tuesday last, Dea. Nich of the inhabitants ofany unincorporated place '
.
.
,
Dover. N. H. deceased, praying that adminisolas Gilman, aged 57 years ;—a woithy man
may apply in writing to one or snore Comity i tration of the estate of said decesised may be
and much respected by his fellow-citizens, who, Commissioners
of the County in which such granted to said petitioner, or some other suit
without distinction of party, honored him with
their confidence, by electing him, for many place is situated, whoseduty it shall be to
ORDERED —That the petitioner give no
years in succession, to the offices of Town Clerk, issue his warrant to one of said applicants,
him to notify
Chairman of lhe Selectmen, &c
j directing
.
. • . and warn a meeting lice thereof to the heirs of said deceased and
In Kennebunk-port, 15lh ult., Mr Samuel
Electors of said place,, within such to trll persons interested in said estate, by
Thompson, aged 40 years ; and at Bluff-Point, limits as shall bo described in :such warrant causing a ropy ot this order to be published it>
Virginia. 17th nil., Mr. Ezra Thompson, aged at some specified central place by posting up the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Kenne
38 years—brothers.
1 notice thereof, and of its object, in two or bunk, in said county, three weeks successive
In Hollis, August 31, Mr Jonathan Bean, ' more public places in said unincorporated ly, that they may appear nt a Probate Court toonly brother of Capt. Stephen Bean of Hollis, place, seven days before the day of said meet-I he holden at Alfred, in said county, on the
aged 81 years, 10 months .and 22 days^
, in2
Vln "d aa !
ins.. A11(i
And nt
at the thne
time and
and place app
appointed,
first Monday in November next, at ten of the
io
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any
In Biddeford, Mrs. Susannah D. wife of Mr.!! dtity it shall be to preside at said meeting. they have, why the prayer of said petition
Otljk
Jeremiah Edgecomh, aged 42 years.
/! And three Assessors and a clerk shall also be should not be granted.
Ber
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
te. wife of the i chosen
ballot at the same time, who shall
In Dover, N H. Mis Martha Hale,
, ii>‘
be sworn by the Moderator or a Justice of A true copy,—Attest,
late Hon. Samuel Hale of Barrington.
Wm< Cutter Allen, Register.
ail
In Parsonsfield, 9th ult. of consumption, Mr. the Peace. And the limits of all Plantations,
October 8.
John Forbis, formerly of Dover, N. H.
so organized, shall be described by said As
ing
In Limerick, 1st inst. Edmund Hayes, Esq. a- sessors, so chosen, and forwarded to the
nd
ged 71 years,
York, ss. By the Court of Pro
Secretary of State, and by him recorded.
gBuxton, 16th ult. Miss MabitabJe Jose, aged
ie
Sec. 2. Be it further enacted. That said
bate for the County of York.
Y'frk. 24th ult. Harrietts Eliza, daughter of Assessors shall make out an alphabetical list
of all such inhabitants of said place as shall! To SUSAN FROST, formerly SUSAN
les O. Emerson, Esq. aged 6 mos.
LASSEBL, administratrix of the estate of
y, a child of Mr, John Brown, aged 6 appear to be qualified Electors by lhe Con
CABER BASSELL, Jr late of Hollis, de
stitution of ibis State, or of the United States,
we
A child of Elihu Brown, aged 1 year.
ceased, and to P ETER FROSTJ he hus
and post up said list in two or more public
GREETING.
places in said unincorporated place seven days ! band of said Susan,
SHIP NEWS.
at least next before the day of the election. A f l*,e re,P!*‘st ‘d ,CALEB LASSELL, a
creditor and heir at law to the said Ca
OCTOBER 10, 1840. They shall call a meeting of the inhabitants
leb Lassell, Jr., deceased :
aforesaid
at
some
convenient
and
central!
arrived.
place to be designated in the warrant there- I 1 OU are hereby cited to appear at a Court
Oct 8—Brig Lima, Wm. Davis, Boston.
for, by posting up notice thereof seven days I of Probate, to he holden at Alfred, on Mon
MEMORANDA.
day the second day of November next, at ter>
Ar at Boston,27th. barque Laurens, Patterson, before the day of election, which election ; o’clock in the forenoon ; then and there to
shall he on the same day it is in the class or
Sydney C. B.
Ar. at New-York,-27th, brig Havana, Gillpat- county of which said place may be a part. shew cause, if any you have, why you should
rick, from Turks Island.
And it shall he the duty of said Assessors to not be removed from your said trust of ad
Ar. at Boston, 1st inst. brig Vernon, Perkins, be present at some convenient place to be sta ministrators aforesaid, or file a bond with
Sydney, C. B. 19th ult.
ted in the Warrant calling the meeting on new sureties for the faithful performance of
tail, for Idg. at Li ver pool. 12th, Marcia Cleaves the day of election as long before the hour of said trust. Fail not of appearance at your
and Delaware, for N Orleans; 14th, Lucy, Mur meeting as they shall deem necessary, to re peril.
phy, do.
Given under the seal of the said Court of
Sid. from St. Thomas, 19th ult. sch. Girard, ceive evidence of the qualifications of elec Probate, the filth da}’ of October, Anno Dom
tors, and to amend their list accordingly.
Stevenson, (from Saco,) for a market.
Sec. 3. Re it further enacted, That said As ini 1840
At Havana, 24th ult. Packet, reported from
WM. A. HAYES, Judge.
sessors shall preside impartially at said meet
New-Orleans, ar. 24th.
October' 8.
ing and receive the votes of all qualified espoken.
Aug. 20, off Malaga, barque Bohemia, Nason, lectors present, sort, count and deefare them
fictile np ^nd
up !
from Trieste fur NewAork.
in open plantation meeting, and in the pre
-------- 000--------sence of the plantation Clerk, who shall form
a list of persons voted for, with the number rpHE subscriber hereby gives special nolice to his friends in general, and all
of votes for each person against his name; .1.
shall make a fair record thereof in lhe pre persons indebted to him in particular, that
WILLIAM LORD & Co.
sence of the Assessors, and in open plantation they must pay up,—and now is the time to
.Have just received,—
meeting. And the Clerk shall make out fair do it. His dues are in many eases small in
Pilot Cloths ; Beaver do. ; Broad Cloths; copies of the list of voters, and names of voters, amount—but small as they are, they must be
Cassimeres ; Flannels ; Vestings ; Satlinets ; to be attested by the Assessors and the Clerk paid, in order to enable him to go along with
Black Alpines ; Figured do. ; Saxonies ;
ami to be sealed up in open plantation meet his business. To him the collection of these
ing, and cause the same to be delivered with small sums is important. Small debts are
Alpecca Cloths ; German Merinos ;
in the time required by the Constitution to easier paid than large ones ;—but whether
English Merinos ; Camlileteens ;
English, French and American Prints ;
the respective authorities, whose duty it may large or small they must be attended to.—It
Plain and Checked Linzey ; Russia Diaper ; be to receive the same. And votes so thrown is his ¡mention to make some new arrange
shall be received and allowed for Electors! ment in his business^ and he therefore calls
Silk Velvet; Bob Net and Black Lace;
of President and Vice President, for Repre- j upon ABL to settle and PAY UP without
Thread and Cotton Edgings ;
sentative to Congress, for Governor, Senators,1 further notice. Let no one excuse himself
Mousline de Laines; Chaliies ;
Black Silk Fringe ; Silk Cord ; Sewing Silk ; Representative to Slate Legislature, and ! from this call. Those who call ami settle, by
Black and Drab Josephines ;
County officers, in the same manner as votes note or otherwise, will be entitled to more
Gro de Nap. Synchaw and Taffetas Silks ; thrown in any town in said class or county. I consideration than those who neglect this
Sec. 4. Be it further enacted, That the or-! notice. Pay is, however, the great object
Twist ; Colored Cambricks; Fig’d Bucking ;
ganization as aforesaid of any plantation for! with him.
Factory and English Gingham ; Jackonet ;
the purpose aforesaid shall continue, the as-! He also offers for sale a valuable Horse,
Bishop Lawn ; Imitation Cambric;
sessors and clerk, afterwards, be chosen, and a one horse Wagon, a good Chaise, a good
Swiss and Book Muslin ; Tamboured do. ;
the meetings be called and held annually in Sleigh, and a prime Cow, all of which he
French Crape ; Robes ; Green Barage ;
March or April in lhe same manner in all oth would sell cheap for cash only.
Blond Veils ; Linen ; Linen Lawn ;
ABIAL KELLY, Jun.
Linen Cambrick ; Silk Flag, Bandanna, Imi er respects, as in towns. And said officers of
Kennebunk, Oct. 1, 1840.
tation Cambrick, Pongee, Cotton Flag, Log said plantation shall be liable to all the penal
ties for official neglect or misconduct, respect
Cabin and Fancy Handkerchiefs ;
Challey Scarfs; Blk Italian and India Cravats; ively, that selectmen and clerks of towns are r|^HE subscribers, appointed by the Judge
by law, and the voters of said place shall be
Plaid Silk and Plaid Cotton do. ;
d
ol Probate for the county of York,
Edinboro’, Highland, Black, Worsted, Cash- liable to lhe same penalties that the voters of Commissioners to receive and examine the
rd Bu
towns are in like circumstances.
mere, Brocha and Cotton Shawls ;
claims of the several creditors to the estate of
Sec. 5. Be it further enacted, That this
Mohair, Goaf, Gentlemen’s Black, Gentle
Sb’ff;
J () H N (J R A M ,
Act shall take effect from and after its appro late of Sanford, in said county, deceased, rep
men’s Buck, Black Kid and Silk Gloves ;
val by the Governor.
Table Covers :
resented insolvent, hereby give notice, that
in the House of Representatives. October six months from the third day of August, inst.
Lasting, Figured Satin and Figured Velvet
Coat Buttons ;
2, 1840. This Bill having had three several are allowed said creditors to bring in am!
readings, passed to be enacted.
Worsted, Saxony, Cotton and Silk Hose ;
nod b
HANNIBAL HAMLIN, Speaker. 1 prove their claims ; and that we will attend
Belts ; Plaid Ribbons ; Face Flowers ;
cmmtj
the duty assigned us at the dwelling-house
In Senate, October 2. 1840. This Bill hav of John Powers, in said Sanford, on the Inst
Carpet Binding ; Comforters ; Tapes ;
PH#ne
Linen and Colton Thread ;
ing had two several readings, passed to be e-i Saturdays of October, November and Janua
idiwdj
nacted.
Mixed and Paper Pins ; Hooks and Eyes ;
ry next, from one to four o’clock in the after
Spools Cotton ; Wound Wire ;
STEPHEN C. FOSTER, President.
noon on each of Said days.
October 2, 1840. Approved.
Tambor Cotton ; Needles ; Rouen Cassimere ;
h repJNO. POWERS.
Padding ; Canvass;
JOHN FAIRFIELD.
n tha
THEODORE TRIPP*
Brown and Bleached Drilling ;
erwettJ
Sanford, August 10, 1840.
Brown and Bleached Sheeting and Shirting ;
STATE OF MAINE.
'theuSatin Jean ; Horse and Rose Blankets;
Secretary’s Office, ?
last of ^Letters
H at -1
Umbrellas: Warp Yarn Nos. 7 co 19;
Augusta, October 2, 1840. 5
Remaining in the Post Office at Kennebunfy
W thd
Blue Warp Nos. 9 to 11 ;
I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true
Maine. September 30, 1840.
BerBlack, White and Mixed Worsted ;
copy of the original deposited in this office.
A B. C. D. E. F. G.
July,
Attest:
White and Mixed Woolen Yarn ; Tickings ;
DWARD BOURNE, Ezra Bearse, John
rn 10
Black Wadding ; Balling ; Wic.king, &c. &c.
P. C. JOHNSON, Sec’y of State.
Brown, 3d,-Rev. G. F. Cox, Mrs. Al
ch of
mira Cole, Miss Hannah Chick,—Thomas
(t^AII papers that publish the laws of the
Dorman, Miss Caroline Durrell, M. Durrell,
wis
Loaf, White and Brown Sugar ; Saleratus ; State are requested to insert the foregoing.
— Miss Sally Fletcher, Miss Louisa G. Foss,
iers.
Starch ; Indigo ; Keg and box Tabacco ;
and Clothing Mill. Miss Mary Fairfield,—William M. Giddings.
Cloves ; Winter Strained and Refined Oil ;
H. I. J. K. L. M.
Clear Pork ; Flour ; Clover & Grass Seeds ; f glHE subscriber will sell at Public Auction,
Samuel Hart, Nathaniel Hobbs, Mrs. Jane
JL on Thursday, the 24th day of Decem Huff, Miss Lucy Hodgdon,— Mark E. Joice,
Brooms ; Cut Nails—4d. to 40il. ;
Wrought Nails—8d. to 10<L ; Sheet Lead ; ber next, at one o’clock in the afternoon (un — George Lord, G. & I. Lord, 7, William
cl fu Uy
7—9 and 8— 10 Glass ; Iron ;
less previously disposed of nt private sale) his Lord & Co., Daniel Littlefield, Rev. Edwin
V Ì [läge
Mahogany & Gill Framed Looking Glasses ; CARDING & CLOTHING MILL and Ma Leigh, Dr. Jesse F. Lock, Miss Eunice Lar
Mill Files ; 3 4 do. ; Plated Spoons ;
chinery, situated in Kennebunk-port, on rabee, J. G. Larrabee,—Mrs. Jerusha MitchIron Spoons ; Log Cabin Pocket Knives ;
Kennebunk river, and the main post road e]|
-V'»
Basting Spoons ; 'Tea Trays ; Sad Irons ;
leading from Kennebunk to Saco. Said
N. O. P. Q. R. S.
Mill^ whera
Tippecanoe Razors ; Shoe Thread ;
stand is a good one for Carding and Clothing,
Moses Nason,— Miss Caroline A. Plumer,
ned,
ready
or for a small manufacturing establishment.— — Daniel Quimliy,—Jolm Roberts, Hall Rob
ish.
For particulars enquire of
erts, James K. Remich, John W. Robinson,
re Village,
Common Teas; Printed do. ; Hand!ed-do. ;
MOSES NASON.
Joseph Russell, Samuel Roberts, Uriel Ride
Padding Dishes ; Printed Ewers and Basins ;
be fiiada
Kennebunk, Oct. I, 1840.
out,
Miss
Hannah
Roads,
—
Miss
Caroline
D„
CC. Washbowls ; Embossed do.;
Smith.
Printed and Edged Plates;
T. U. V. W. X. Y. 2.
CC Washbowl Pitchers;
Capt. Joseph Taylor, 7, Mrs. Mary D.
Figured China Tea Setts ; China Plates ;
ISAAC FURBISH
given ft>
AS just received a new and fresh sup- Thompson,—Charles W. Williams, George
Printed Mugs, &c. &c.
Wise, Alexander Warren, 2, Gardiner Walk
LTON, he»?
The above Goods, together with their for
ply of
V itself— ith<(
mer stock, are offered for sale at low prices ENGLISH, FRENCH & AMERICAN er, Wm. or Abner Wormwood. Mark Wake
field.
60 Leiters.
; /ningö, nor
for Cash.
JAMES OSBORN, P.
after thia
Kennebunk, October 10, 1840.
—ALSO—
Oct. 3,1840.
LTON.
GROCERIES, CROCKERY, GLASS <fc

O

* I’’1!1'1’

L- H"lard’

E

H

of betters

HARD WARE.

Kennebunk, October 3, 1840.
Remaining in the Post-Office at Kennebunk
port, October 1, 1840.
JJ. Gould
A. B. C. I). E. F. IL
AS received a fresh supply of Cheap
HARLES BRYANT, 2,-Miss Sarah
SHEETINGS and Factory
Clough, Edwin W. Cressy,—Mrs. Ly
dia Dodge.—James Emery, John H. Emery, Warp.
Kennebunk-port, Sept. 12.
Asa English.—Joseph Fletcher,—Philemon
M. H avnes, Thomas Huff.
RESH supplies of Quills, Metallic Pens ;
K. L. M. N.
Blue, Black and Red Ink ; Ink-pow
Nathaniel Kimball, Samuel Kimball, —Mrs.
der, &c. &c. Just received by
Olive Littlefield, Daniel W. Lord, 2, Andrew
D. REMICH.
Luques. 2, Anthony Luques,—Mrs. Melinda
Mills, William Mitchell,—John Nason, Geo.
ARTRIDGE’S LEATHER PRESER
B. Nichols.
VATIVE—for Chaise Tops—Boots
P. S. T. W.
and Shoes, &c.
John Peabody. John G. Perkins, Simon
Perkins, William Pills, Mrs. Caroline Smith, 2, BELL’S Paste Blacking—a superior article.
—Mrs. Lydia S. Tapley,—Miss Mary Wake Shoe Brushes. For sale by
D. REMICH.
field, Issachar Wells.
32 Letters.
OLIVER BOURNE, P. M. | Kennebunk, October 2, 1840,

C

H

F
P

Kennebunk High School.
f|pHE next Term at this Seminary will
M.
commence on Monday, October 4.—
Tuition $3 00 Az. $4 00. For admission ap
ply to the Principal.
JONAS BURNHAM.
Kennebunk, Sept. 24, 1840.

uction.
HE subscriber will offer, at Public Auc
tion, on Saturday the 17th day of Oc
tober next, at 3 o’clock in the afternoon, on
lhe premises, the Dwelling-house, out build
ings and lot of Land, now improved by him,
in this village. Terms....one quarter on lhe
delivery of the Deed or within three months
thereafter — and the remainder within five
years, with interest.
DANIEL HODSDON.
Kennebunk, Sept. 4, 1840.
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SARDS
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MOFFAT’S VEGETABLE
LIFE MEDICINES.

THE RESURRECTION, ; BRANDRETH’S PILLS?

R. SEARS’ UNIVERSAL SANGUINAR1 AN or BLOOD-ROOT PILLS.
A VEGETABLE and Universal Medicine
The proprietor feels the fullest confidence in
proved by the experience of thousands to
PERSIAN PILLS.
rjlHESE
Medicines
are
indebted
for
their
[From the Magazine and Advocate ]
be, when properly persevered with, a certain the superior virtue of these Pills. Still they
-------- uoo------- —
JL name to their manifest and sensible ac
Q/jr’ln order that this valuable medicine ! cure in every form of the Only One Disease,
F RI ENDS HIP.
tion in purifying the springs and channels of i should not be counterfeited, we have a plate all having the same origin, and invariably arise are presented to the public on their own mer
its alone, and his only wish is to have their
Hôw pure is friendship ! how divine !
life, and enduing them with renewed tone representing a Persian scene, that is struck on . from the UNIVERSAL ROOT of all disease,
How bright ‘ its emanations’ shine,
ami vigor. In many hundred certified cases each bill, one of which accompanies each box. j namely, IMPURITY or IMPERFECT circula claim subjected to the severe but satisfactory
¡test of intelligent experience.
To cheer life’s toilsome day;
which have been made public, ami in al
of the BLOOD.
A beauteous flower of radient bloom,
We deem it unnecessary to publish a long list I tion
I A gentleman stopping at the Astor House,
in
a
period
of
little
more
than
three
years
in
most
every
species
of
disease
to
which
the
Whose fragrance sheds a sweet perfume
of Certificates, as they will neither add to nor : the United States, they have restored to a state of N. Y., writes thus :
human frame is liable, the happy effects of
Of odors on our way.
New York, April 9th, 1839.
MOFFAT’S LIFE PILLS AND PHENIX diminish the virtues of this admirable com- ! health and enjoyment over ONE HUNDRED 1
■ THOUSAND persons, who were given over as
To Dr. J. B. Sears—Dear sir,—Having by
Without its aid, this life would seem
BITTERS have been gratefully and public i pound.^1)
A dungeon dark, without a gleam
ly acknowledged by the persons benefit ted, 1 Superior to the Hygean, Brandreth’s, Ev incurable by physicians of the first rank and the use of three boxes of your U. Sanguinaand in many cases when every other : rian or Blood Root Pills, been entirely cured
To cheer the human soul ;
and who were previously unacquainted with ans’, Tomato, the Matchless (priced) Sana-j standing,
remedy had been resorted to in vain.
Anger, and strife, and mortal wo
the beautifully philosophical principles upon tive, or any other Pilis or Compound before j In all cases of Pain or Weakness, whether it of a complication of bilious complaints with
From man’s dark passions dire would flow
which they are compounded, and upon , the public, as certified to by Physicians and j be chronic or recent, whether it be deafness or which 1 had been afflicted for between two
Did not its power control.
1 others.— Let none condemn them until they J
¡and three years, it is with feelings of heart
which they consequently act.
pain in the side, wh-.ther it arise from constitu
When grief or worldly cares oppress.
The LIFE MEDICINES recommend ! have tried them, and then we are certain ’ tional or from some immediate cause, whether felt gratitude that I now address you to ac’Tis friendship’s part to soothe, to bless,
themselves in diseases of every form and des they will not.
it be from internal or external injury, it will be quaint you.of the fact. 1 had consulted sev
It is now a settled point with all who have cured by persevering in the use of these Pills. eral eminent physicians, taken plentifully of
And cheer the drooping heart;
cription. Their first operation is to loosen
To shed the sympathetic tear,
This great principle of “PURGING” in Brandreth’s, Lee’s, and many other pills, but
from the coats of the stomach and bowels, used the Vegetable PERSIAN PILLS, that
For every child of wo and fear,
the various impurities and crudities constant they are pre-eminently the best and most ef sickness is beginning to be appreciated. It is all to no purpose ; in fact I continually grew
And soothe affection’s smart.
ly settling around them ; and to remove the ficacious FAMILY MEDICINE that has yet found much more convenient to take an occa more feeble and emaciated—my usual weight
hardened faeces which collect in the convu- been used in America. If every family could ’ sional dose of halfa dozen Pills, and be always when in health was 175 lbs. and 1 was reduc
’Tis view’d with pleasure from above,
well, than to send for a Doctor and be bled, ed io 115. I bad no appetite, and the lit
lutions of the smallest intestines. Other med become acquainted with their Sovereign pow blistered,
Where angels round a throne oflove,
and salivated —with the certainty that
In love and friendship dwell ;
icines only partially cleanse these, and leave er over disease, they would keep them and if you are not killed, you will be sure to have tle food I did eat was poorly digested. I wag
Its pure, celestial, sacred fire
such collected masses behind as to produce be prepared with a sure REAfEjOI7 to apply months of miserable weakness, and the only one at last confined to my room and most of the
Shall warm the heart, shall tune the lyre,
habitual costiveness, with all its train of evils, on the first appearance of disease, and then who is benefitted is your Doctor. Look at the time to my bed. While in this appalling
Where songs of rapture swell.
or sudden diarrhoea, with its imminent dan how much distress would be avoided and difference between the appearance of those two condition a friend inquired if I had tried youi4
gers. This fact is well known to all regular money saved, as well as the lives of thousands persons—one has been treated by your regular B. R. Pills, being answered in the negative
SONG.
anatomists, who examine the human bowels who are hurried out of time by neglecting practitioner—see how pale and debilitated he be recommended them to me, having him
BY MAJOR CALDER CAMPBELL.
alter death ; hence the prejudice of those disease in its first stages, or by not being in i is, see how the shadow of death throws his self been restored by their use from a some
I loved her with the purest love
well informed men against quack medicines possession of a remedy which they can place I[ solitary glance from his emaciated countenance, what similar, though less aggravated compli
/ see how he trembles in every limb ; his eyes cation of diseases. I immediately sent to
That ever human bosom knew;
—or medicines prepared and heralded to the dependence upon.
(Qt* All who wish to guard against sickness.'1 sunk ; his teeth destroyed—his constitution, your central office, procured a box, and be
The green leaf to the vernal grove
public by ignorant persons. The second ef
Was never half so true !
perhaps, irrevocably gone—yet, just hear how ing partially relieved by their use, purchased
fect of the Life Medicines is to cleanse the should use the PERSIAN PILLS freely, the
For oh ! she was the sweetest flower
Doctor arrogates to himself credit. He two boxes more; and now, although scarce
when needed ; no injury can ensue, if used
kidneys
and
the
bladder,
and
by
this
means,
That ever graced a Highland glen ;
says, “ most inveterate case of Liver com ly two weeks has elapsed since I commenced
from
youth
to
old
age,
when
taken
according
the liver and the lungs, the healthful action
And proudly did I own her power,
plaint”—“ nothing but the most energetic reme taking them, by the blessing of Providence I
of which entirely depends upon the regular to the directions.
For she was artless then.
dies saved him.”
Energetic measures! i. e. have entirely recovered my former health
Q^Call
for
the
bill
that
accompanies
each
ity of the urinary organs. The blood, which
Mercury and Bleeding, ruined his constitution, and am fast gaining strength and flesh. 1
box
in
all
cases.
£;;
/j)
She left her home amongst the hills
takes its red color from the agency of the liv
better say.—So to save life you must half poison
And in the world she grew
The Resurrection or Per with that comforter of the teeth and gums— shall call to-morrow for two or three dozen
er and lungs before it passes into the heart,
A worldly, flaunting thing of pride,
being thus purified by them, and nourished sian Pills.—These pills raise from the great MERCURY—and positively make a man mis boxes which I intend to take to my residence
Unsteady and untrue;
by food coming from a clean stomach, cours est weakness, distress and suffering, to a state erable the sad remainder of his existence; this is in S. Carolina next week, by which time 1
Gay robes and jewels deck her now,
think I can safely venture to travel.
es
freely through the veins, renews every of strength, health and happiness. The called curing. Shocking folly I
She seeks the gaze of men ;
Yours truly,
JAS. S. HUBBELL.
Let us now look at your “ purged” man—the
part of the system, and triumphantly mounts name of these pills originated from the cir
And is no more the flower 1 loved,
who has taken Brandreth’s Pills for Liver
the banner of health in the blooming cheek. cumstance of the medicine being found only man
For she was artless then 1
Complaint—he has the firm, elastic tread of
R. WILLIAM MOUNTAIN’S Celebrate
Moffat’s Vegetable Life Medicines have in the cemetries of Persia. This vegetable conscious strength, his countenance is clear
ed Rheumatic and Strengthening Plusproduction being of a peculiar kind, led to
been
thoroughly
tested,
and
pronounced
a
and serene, his eye is full and sparkling with
~ <DOUGHS , COLDS,
ter.—These plasters have been used through
sovereign remedy for Dyspepsia, Flatulency, experiments as to its medical qualities and the feeling of new life and animation; he has
and all diseases or the Lungs. Palpitation of the Heart, Loss of Appetite, virtues. In half a century it became an es been confined a few days to his bed, but he us out the greatest part ot Europe and have been
HpHE VEGETABLE PULMONARY BALfound to be far more efficacious than any
tablished medicine for the diseases of that
SAM is believed to be deservedly the most Heartburn and Headache, Restlessness, Ill- country. The extract of this singular pro ed nothing but the true Brandreth Pills, und other plaster ever offered to the public for the
popular Medicine ever known in America, for temper, Anxiety, Languor and Melancholy, duction was introduced into some parts of soon rose without any injury being sustained following complaints, viz : Pain in the side,
by his constitution. Instead ofbeing months in
coughs, colds, asthma or phthisic, consumption, Costiveness, Diarrhoea, Cholera, Fevers of all
lame back, weak stomach, weak joints, Rheu
whooping cough, and Pulmonary affections of kinds, Rheumatism, Gout, Dropsies of all Europe in the year 1783, ami used by many a weak state he will be stronger, after he has matism, &c. &c.
kinds, Gravel, Worms, Asthma and Con celebrated physicians in curing certain dis entirely recovered the attack : because his
every kind.
For sale, wholesale and retail, by Blaisdell
The Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam has been sumption, Scurvy, Ulcers, Inveterate Sores, eases, where all other medicines had been us blood and fluids have become purified, and hav
very extensively used for about twelve years; Scorbutic Eruptions and Bad Complexions, ed in vain. Early in the year 1792, the ing purged away the old and impure fluids, the & Thurston, East-Thomaston, Me. by whom
and its reputation has been constantly increasing Eruptive Complaints, Sallow, Cloudy, and extract was combined with a certain vegeta solids are thereby renovated, and he is not borne orders for the Medicine will be faithfully at
So universally popular has this article become other Disagreeable complexions, Salt Rheum, ble medicine imported from Dura Baca, in down by useless particles, but has renewed his tended to. For sale, also, by the following
that it may now be considered as a standard arti Erysipelas, Common Colds and Influenza, the East Indies, and formed into pills. The life and body both.
Agents
Kennebunk, Daniel Remich, Alex
The principle of purging with Brandreth’s
cle in a large part of the United States and Brit
admirable effect of this compound upon the Pills, removes nothing but the useless and de ander Warren and Samuel Jordan ; Wells,
and
various
other
complaints
which
afflict
ish Provinces. Many families keep it constantly
Barak Maxwell, Erastus Littlefield and Geo
human system, led physicians and families
by them, considering it the most safe as well as the human frame. In Fever and Ague, par into its general use. Their long established cayed particles from the body,—the morbid and E. Baker ; York, J. Brooks and George M
corrupt
humors
of
the
blood
;
those
humors
ticularly,
the
Life
Medicines
have
been
most
certain remedy for the above complaints. The
Freeman.
Proprietors have received, and are receiving eminently successful ; so much so that in the character, their universal and healing virtues, which cause disease—they impede the func
August 21,1840.
eply.
numerous recommendations from many of our Fever and Ague districts, Physicians almost the detergent and cleansing qualities of their tions of the liver when they settle upon that
specifical action upon the glandular part of organ, and which, when they settle upon the
best Physicians, who make use of it in their prac universally prescribe them.
tice. The names of a few individuals who have
All that Mr. Moffat requires of his patients the system, are such as will sustain their rep muscles, produce rheumatism ; or, upon the JEW DAVID’S OR HE
given their testimony in favor of this article are is to be particular in taking the Life Medi utation and general use in the American Re nerves, produce gout ; or, upon the lungs, pro
BREW PLASTER.
duce consumption ; or, upon the intestines, cos
here subjoined, and for a more full account see cines strictly according to the directions. It public.
HE peculiarities of ibis Chemical Com
tiveness ; or, upon the lining of the blood ves
the envelope to the bottle.
pound are owing to its extraordinary
sels, apoplexy and paralysis, and all the train
Doct. Amory Hunting, | Doct. Samuel Morrill, is not by a newspaper notice, or by any thing
IT T O MOTHERS.^
effects upon the animal fibre or nerves, lig
of disorders so melancholy to the sufferer and
‘ Truman Abell,
“ Timothy Baylies, he himself may say in their favour, that he
Messrs. E. Chase
Co. :—Gents.—Hearing all who behold them.
aments and muscles ; its virtues being car
‘ Thomas Brown,
a Jere. Ellsworth, hopes to gain credit. It is alone by the re
much said about the extraordinary effects of the
sults of a fair Jrial.
Yes, purging these humors from the body is ried by them to the immediate seat of dis
“ Albert Guild.
'• William Perry,
MOFFAT’S MEDICAL MANUAL, de Resurrection or Persian Pills upon those about the true cure for all these complaints, and eve ease, or of pain and weakness.
AN INTERESTING CASE.
Extract of a letter from Mr. C. S. Clay, Kingston, signed as a Domestic Guide to Health. This to become Mothers, we were induced to make a ry other form of disease ; this is no mere asser
However good any internal remedy may
Ulster County, N. Y., to the proprietors :
little pamphlet, edited by W. B. Moffat, 375 trial of them. My wife was at that time the tion, it is a demonstrable truth, and each day it be ibis, as an external application, will prove
mother
of
five
children,
and
had
suffered
the
is
extending
itself;
far
and
wide
it
is
becoming
Yours of the 9th inst. was duly received. A Broadway, New York, has been published
a powerful auxiliary in removing the dis
remarkable cure was effected by the Vegetable for the purpose of explaining more fully Mr. most tedious and excrutiating pains during and known, and more and more appreciated.
ease and facilitating the cure in cases of Lo
after
her
confinement
of
each.
She
had
tried
The
cure
by
purging
may
more
depend
up

Pulmonary Balsam, in the Winter and Spring of Moffat’s theory of diseases, and will be found
cal Inflammation, Scrofulous Affections,
1835. The person, Mr. Moody, had been sick a highly interesting to persons seeking health. every means and taken much medicine, but on the laws which produce sweetness or purity
found little or no relief.—She commenced taking than may be generally imagined. Whatever King’s Evil, Gout, Inflammatory and Chron
long time with the consumption. His physician
had given him up. He was reduced so low as to It treats upon prevalent diseases and the the Persian Pills about three months before her tends to stagnate will produce sickness, because ic Rheumatism, and in all cases where seated
be unable to help himself, and was raising a causes thereof. Price 25 cents—for sale by confinement, (her health being very poor about it tends to putrefaction ; therefore the necessity pain or weakness exists.
this length of time previous) and soon after was of constant exercise is seen.
A gentleman travelling in the South of
large quantity of blood, when he commenced Mr. Moffat’s agents generally.
enabled by their use to attend to the cares of a
When constant exercise cannot be used Europe and Palestine, in 1830, heard so
using the Balsam, which effected a complete cure
mother
to
her
family
until
her
confinement.
At
(TJ-MOFFAT’S LIFE MEDICINES—
FROM ANY CAUSE, the occasional use of much said in the latter place in praise of
and he is now as hale and hearty as ever he was.
Mr. Moody has removed from this town, but he The efficacy of Moffat’s Life Pills and Phe the time she commenced taking the Persian Opening ¿Medicine is ABSOLUTELY required. Jew David’s Plaster ; and of the (as he con
Pills,
and
for
several
weeks
previous,
she
was
af

Thus the conduits of the Blood, the fountain sidered) miraculous cures it had performed,
has promised me a more detailed account of his nix Bitters having been tested by thousands
case, which I will forward you. C. S. CLAY.
yearly, for several years, and having estab flicted with a dry, hard cough, and frequent se of life, are kept free from those impurities that he was induced to try it on bis own
vere
cramps,
which
the
use
of
the
Pills
entirely
which would prevent its steady current minis
Kingston, N. Y, June 25, 1838.
lished beyond further cavil their infinite su
removed before using half a box. It is with tering health. Thus, morbid humors are pre person, for a Lung and Liver Affection, the
Argyle, Nova Scotia.
periority over all other specifics for human great
confidence that we advise all those about vented from becoming mixed with it. It is .na removal of which bad been the chief object
In the winter of 1837 and 1838, I was seized maladies, as the published testimony of hun
with a violent cough which continued two or dreds of grateful citizens has shown, Mr. to become mothers, to make use of the Persian ture which is thus assisted through the means of his journey, but which had resisted the
Pills. AH those that have taken them in our and outlets which she has provided for herself.
genial influence ol that balmy and delicious
three months My cough was so severe that I
Dr. Brandreth’s Offices in New York climate.
was obliged to sit up in bed two or three hours Moffat respectfully suggests to the considera neighborhood have got along in the same easy
during the night, and 1 was much reduced in tion of invalids suffering from whatsoever manner, and are about house in a few days. are 241 BROADWAY, 185 Hudson st. and 276
He accordingly applied a plaster on the
flesh and strength and my appetite gone. One malady they may, whether it is better to con There does not appear to be half the danger of Bowery, between Prince and Houston Sts.
right side of the chest, where the pain was
Philadelphia, 8 North Eight Street.
of my neighbors bad a bottle of the Vegetable tinue to suffer the pangs and tortures of dis other difficulties setting in after confinement
seated, another between the shoulders, and
Baltimore, 80 South Charles Street.
Pulmonary Balsam, which he would not sell. ease, or by applying the remedy furnished in where these Pills are taken.—We unitedly say,
one over the region of the liver. In the
let
none
neglect
taking
them,
for
they
are
in
the
Boston, 19 Hanover Street.
He however loaned it to me till I could procure his LIFE MEDICINES, obtain a restoration
mean time, he drank freely of an herb tea
Albany, Corner of Green and Hudson Sts.
him another. I experienced immediate relief to health, comfort and enjoyment ?
He reach of the poor as well as the rich. We are
of laxative qualities. He soon found his
Pittsburg, Pa. 154 Wood street.
from it. The first opportunity I had I procured thinks there can be but one answer to this truly thankful that there is a remedy which fe
health improving : and in a few weeks his
Cincinnati, 119 Main street.
more of it, and to the use of it I ascribe the pres question—and that answer an immediate ap males can easily procure which bids to lessen the
world of suffering, which many of them have to
cough left him, the sallowness of hisskin dis
Louisville,
Ky.
99
Fourth
street.
ervation of my life.
JAMES W. LENOX.
plication of the SOVEREIGN ANTI bear, and perhaps save the lives of thousands
appeared; bis pain was removed, and hisSt. Louis, Mis. 56 1-2 Market street.
Dec. 17, 1838.
DOTES to be obtained at his principal of which otherwise would be lost.
New Orleans, 3 Old Levee.
health became perfectly reinstated.
fice,
375
Broadway,
or
at
any
of
his
numer

Charleston,
70
Meeting
street.
Rochester, May 14th, 1838 ; corner of Caledo
COUNTERFEITS.
BEWARE OF IMPOSITION 1
Since that time he has been recommend
Montreal, 63 Notre Dame.
Each genuine bottle is enclosed in a blue ous agencies.
nia square, Edinburgh street. For further par
ing it to his friends and acquaintances, for
ticulars,
see
subscribers;
S.
ROBERTS,
wrapper, on which is a label, signed by Sampson
\ETHow to be secure from Counterfeit Pills all fixed pains whatever ; such as Rheuma
(t/^These valuable Medicines are for sale
A. O. ROBERTS.
Reed. NONE OTHER CAN BE GENU by DANIEL REMICH, Kennebunk.
purporting to be Brandreth's Pills.
tism, Gout, Head-ache, Nervous Tooth-ache,
INE.
Never
purchase without being positively sure
August 6, 1840.
Certificates can be procured by calling up that the person selling has an Engraved cer Pain in the side, hip, back and limbs, in eve
UZrThe outside Yellow Label will have, on
and after December 1839, in addition to that of HlroSEraaiAiiRjE- on the agents in the villages, who have a large tificate of Agency, and {J/J3 observe it has been ry case of which it has proved an effectual
bill containing a treatise on most diseases, renewed ; no Certificate being any guarantee cure. He has likewise witnessed the happy
Sampson Reed, the signature of Wm. John Cut
STORATZVE.
ler, one of his partners.
HIS Valuable Vegetable Medicine stands their causes and remedy, to distribute gratui after 12 months from date that Pills sold by the effects of its softening and healing qualities
The great celebrity of the Vegetable Pulmo
holder are genuine.
in numberless cases of Scrofulous Humors,.
E. W. CAPRON & Co.,
unrivalled for the following complaints, tously.
nary Balsam has been the cause for attempts to
Sub-Agents in York County will be supplied Knots, Wens, White Swelling, Hard Tu
Agents for Vi. and New-Hampshire,
viz
:-Dyspepsia
or
Indigestion,
Diseased
Liv

introduce spurious articles, which by partially
to whom all orders must be addressed (post by Mr. John O. Langley, my only Travelling mours, Stiff Joints, Ague Cakes, Ague in the
assuming the name of the genuine, are calcula er, Bilious Disorders, Dropsy, Asthma,.Cos paid) Rochester, N. Y.
Agent in Maine—or by ordering from my Breast, and the like, to the united satisfaction
tiveness,
Worms
and
loss
of
Appetite,
and
by
ted to mislead and deceive the public. Among
Principal New England Office,
of himself and others.
For
sale
by
the
following
Agents
:
cleansing
the
stomach
and
bowels,
cures
these mixtures are the “ American Pulmonary
19 Hanover St., 19—BOSTON.
It has likewise been very beneficial in ca
Kennebunk,
Alexander
Warren.
Balsam/’ “ Vegetable Pulmonary Balsamic Syr pains in the Side, Stomach and Breast, Colds
SOLD
ONLY
IN
KENNEBUNK
BY
ses of weakness, such as Weakness and Pain
Wells, Seth Hatch.
up,” il Pulmonary Balsam,” “ Carter’s Com and Coughs of long standing, Hoarseness,
JOHN
OSBORN
&
Co.
;
in the Stomach, Weak Limbs, Lameness, Af
North-Berwick, Sheldon Hobbs.
pound Pulmonary Balsam,” and others. Pur shortness of breath, Nervous complaints, &c.
In Kennebunk-port, by S. H. Gould ;
fections of the Spine, Female Weaknesses,.
chasers should enquire for the true article by its Its virtues surpass any thing heretofore known August 6, 1840.
Saco and Biddeford, McIntire & Beck &c. No female subject to pain or weakness
whole name—THE VEGETABLE PULMO in removing St. Vitus’ Dance ; two bottles
Seleucus Adams ;
NARY BALSAM, and see that it has the marks have been known to cure this afflicting dis ’
HOWS13. andLyman,
in the back or side, should be without itWilliam Huntress;
and signatures of the genuine.
Married ladies, in delicate situations, find
ease
after
having
baffled
every
exertion
for
14, 15 and 16 Ann Street, Boston.
Alfred, B. F.Chadbourne ;
Each bottle and seal is stamped “ Vegetable
great relief from constantly wearing this
four years.—It has a most powerful influence,
---------- ooo---------Pulmonary Balsam.”
Sanford, Eliot Tibbets ; Caleb S. Emery ; plaster.
HIS house is one of the oldest and most
(EFOne more Counterfeit, besides the in removing nervous complaints. It is pleas
Lebanon, Libbey & Wood ;
The application of this Plaster between the*
respectable in the City, having been es
“American Pulmonary Balsam,” and others ant to take, and so easy in its operation that
South Berwick, Parks & Wilson ;
shoulders, has been found a certain remedy
tablished many years. It is in the centre ofBerwick, J. S. T. Cushing ;
above alluded to I—An attempt has been made to it may be administered to the infant with
for Colds, Coughs, Phthisic and Lung Af
deceive the public by a spurious mixture called safety.
business, and well supplied with the best the
North Berwick, Sheldon Hobbs ;
fections, in their primary stages.. It des
“ Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam/’ sometimes
market affords. Merchants and others from
AGENT FOR YORK COUNTY,
Wells, Joseph Wilson ;
signed Samuel Lee and sometimes Sampson
troys inflammation, by producing a copious
DANIEL REMICH.
the country will find every thing to make
Wells,
Ogunquit,
Barak
Maxwell,
John
H.
Lee—said to be prepared by an unprincipled
perspiration. No physician should be with
Who will supply the article, to dealers, at them comfortable. Price 75 cents per day. Spear ;
man in Bangor, Me. The name is written in the lowest wholesale prices.
out it.
JOSEPH DREW.
York—Cape Neddick, George M. Free
a way to resemble the genuine signature, and is
It has lately been discovered that the Jew
May 9, 1840.
man ;
a most foul attempt to deceive the public and
Cutlery,
David’s or Hebrew Plaster is a sure remedy
avoid the punishment that awaits actual forgery.
York, Alexander Dennett;
for Corns as the following certificate will
HARRISON ALMANACS
For sale by REED, WING & CUTLER, T)EN, Pocket and Jack Knives, a great variYork Corner, Samuel Douglass ;
show
—more can be seen by calling upon our
ety ;
(late Low & Reed) wholesale dealers in Drugs, JL
FOR 1841 ;
Buxton, C. M. Merrill, P. M. ;
agents in the Villages.
Medicines, Paints and Dye Stuffs, No. 54 Chat
Razors ; Scissors,—large assortment;
HARRISON Letter Pacer,
Buxton
Corner,
Nathan
Elden
;
ham Street, Boston, and by Druggists and coun
CERTIFICATE.
Razor Straps ; Shaving Brushes ;
For sale by
' D. REMICH.
Limerick, John Sanborn ;
try merchants generally in New England, and in
East Bloomfield, Feb. 18, 1840.
Cloth, Hair and Tooth Brushes ;
Kennebunk,
July
17,
1840.
Newfield
—
Dam
’
s
Mills,
Caleb
R.
Ayer,
the principal places throughout the United States
Messrs Comstock & Co.—I fee] myself under
METALLIC PENS—all qualities and pri
P. M. ; West do. J. & S. C. Adams;
and British Provinces. Price 59 cents.
great obligation to you or your Jew David’s
ces ;
September 4, 1840.
Parsonsfield, Asa Dolton ; North do., Milo Plaster. I have been troubled with corns on
Silver and German Silver PENCIL CA
J. Goss ; F. & E. H. Newbegin ;
my toes for seventeen years, and tried almost
SES ;
XSlown Salt.
Cornish, John McLellan ;
every thing that was recommended, but could
Paint Boxes—Hair Pencils;
Limington, James McArthur;
SACKS just received, and for sale
find nothing that did any good, till I tried the
Velvet Scrubs ; Tracing paper ;
very low, by
Hebrew Plaster. 1 pared the corns and applied
Waterborough, James Leavett;
German
Silver,
Ivory,
Horn
and
Wooden
the Plaster, after having it on about twenty-four
Hollis, Eben Sawyer ;
WILLIAM LORD & Co.
Pocket Combs ;
hours the Plaster came off, and the corns pealed;
Kennebunk, October 2, 1840.
Buxton, T. Bo I les ;
Horn and Wooden Dress Combs ;
offand left a hollow place, and are entirely well,
Shapleigh, M. Goodwin ;
and as smooth as they ever were.
Cologne Water (genuine Farina)—Laven
BW1JI PAPER.
~
Acton, Win. Evans.
der do.;
Yours Respectfully.
B. BRANDRETH, M. D.
1F| REMICH has this day received 1000
WONTON JOSLIN.
Shaving Soap ; Pen Holders ;
-»-/• rolls Room Paper—a great variety of
241 Broadway, N. Y.
N. B. I would advise all those afflicted with?
Fancy,
Gold,
Morocco,
Drawing,
Ivory,
May,
1839.
patterns,—which will be sold very cheap,—
corns, to make trial of the Hebrew Plaster.
Marble, colored, and Tissue Papers.
some as low as I2£ cents per roll.
E. W. CAPRON & CO.
For
sale
by
D.
REMICH.
Writing
Fluid.
Kennebunk, May 13, 1840.
Rochester, N. Y„
PACKAGE of fine CUTLERY, com- j
Kennebunk, October 2,1840.
ELT’S Black Writing Fluid, which flows
Agents for Vermont and N. Hampshire.
prising Pen, Pocket and Jack Knives,—
as free as the Blue Fluids,—possessing For sale, also, by the following sub-Agents ::
AND PAPER—a good article—for sale
Scissors, &c. &c. This day received by
carpeting
their durability without their corrosive propKennebunk, Alexander Warren ; Kenne
„ low, by
D. REMICH.
For sale by
JAMES LORD.
D. REMICH. i erties. For sale by
Kennebunk, May 13,1840,
D. REMICH.
bunk port, Oliver Bourn ; Wells, Seth Hatch ;
Kennebunk, June 26,1840.
June 26,1840.
i March 12, 1840.
North-Berwick, Sheldon Hobbs,
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